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Mongoloids and 11Mercy-Killing" 

Paul A. Freund 

Who shall live and who shall die? It is an awesome 

and tragic experience when a decision on this question, 

agonizing enough for gods, is undertaken to be given by 

parents and physicians. 

In a sense, of course, society makes such choices in 

a commonplace, almost unnoticed way, when the odds of sur

vival are altered. By setting a speed limit on highways 

at 70 rather than 30 miles per hour, we make it certain 

that a predictably greater number of persons will be killed 

(even allowing for a certain offsetting life-saving potential 

of rapid travel). We make a similar choice when ~e set the 

levels of safety standards for mining operations or allow the 

sale of cigarettes. 

But these decisions for life or death are in the nature 

of setting the odds in roulette. Individuals retain a measure 

of choice within the system; to some extent they can decide 

whether to play at the odds. The collective decision is , to 

be sure, a moral decision; but it is a matter of statistical 

morality. Thus men have not quite arrogated to themselves the 
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supreme prerogative of making the final pronouncement of 

doom on an innocent fellow-man: scope is left for the work

ing of Chance or -- describe it as you will -- the Divine 

Order. 

The distinction is suggested in the well-known case 

of shipwreck, where a lifeboat is overloaded or the supply 

of food is too low to sustain all the lives on board. To 

sacrifice the life of one companion, or a few, will save 

the lives of many. Should all be allowed to perish, or is 

there a right -- based on a utilitarian calculus -- to choose 

those who shall serve as involuntary martyrs? When the choice 

is made by dooming those who are the weakest, the law has 

deemed the enforced sacrifice to be murder, though mitigation 

of punishment has in fact ensued. At the same time, some 

judges have suggested that the legal position would be dif

ferent if ~he selection were made by lot. A similar analysis 

can be seen in a military context. To rescue prisoners of 

war thru an assault that entails a deadly risk to the rescuers, 

a commander may call for volunteers and, if necessary, may 

assign men to the mission by lot: but it would be quite 

another moral issue, would it not, if the commander were to 

yield to an offer by the enemy to release the prisoners in 

return for the execution by the commander of certain of his men. 
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The allocation of scarce medical resources raises 

serious enough moral problems, but they are usually of 

the randomized, statistical sort. When, however, decisions 

are made that focus irretrievably on an innocent individual's 

right to live or die, the moral judgment, and therefore the 

legal judgment, becomes excruciatingly difficult. Of such 

an order is the issue presented by the Baltimore case. 

Let me say at once that I cannot agree with the assump

tion made in the hospital that if the question had been pre

sented to a court the judge would surely have endorsed the 

parents' right to decide that the child should die. In the 

case of a more "normal" child, the parents would clearly 

have no such right, and this appears to be acknowledged on 

all sides. Even if parents do not will their child's death 

but refuse consent to a life-saving operation because of 

religious objections (the conviction of Jehovah's Witnesses 

that a blood transfusion is a profanation), courts have 

overridden the religious scruples of the parents and ordered 

the operation in the child's best interest. (It is, of 

course, otherwise in the case of an adult of sound mind re

fusing consent to an operation on himself.) Parents have an 

obligation not to mistreat or neglect their children, and 

the courts will enforce that duty. Moreover, physicians 
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who undertake to care for a patient have an obligation to 

use all reasonable measures (not forbidden by the patient} 

to promote the patient's well-being and not do him harm. In 

the face of parental objection, if the situation is an emer

gency one the physician and hospital would be well advised 

to follow the life-saving and not the death-inducing course: 

if there is time, the judgment of a court can be sought, as 

has been done in cases of religious objection to surgery. 

Thus far, of course, we have omitted the salient feature 

of the case, the fact that the infant was diagnosed as having 

Downs syndrome, or mongoloidism, a condition whose degree of 

subnormal intelligence is unpredictable but which would allow 

in time simple tasks to be performed and which is character

ized by a happy disposition, responsive to loving care. To 

appraise the significance of this feature -- that if a rela

tively safe abdominal operation were performed the child 

would live but would be a so-called mongoloid -- it may be 

useful to encircle the problem by making comparisons with 

some situations that are at least superficially similar. 

A comparison may be suggested with mercy-killing , or 

euthanasia. In the present state of the law such killings 

are deemed criminal homicide, despite the motive of mercy. 

A particularly poignant case came before a federal court 
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obliquely, on a petition for naturalization. The appli

cant, within five years prior to his application, had been 

tried for the 11mercy killing 11 of his son, a boy of thirteen, 

who, in the words of the court, had suffered from birth a 
~ \ ., 

brain injury which destined him to be an idiot and a physical 

monstrosity malformed in all four limbs. The child was blind, 

mute, and deformed, incapable of feeding himself, incontinent, 

his entire life spent in a small crib. Four normal children 

were cared for faithfully by the father. At the trial the 

jury rendered a verdict of manslaughter in the second degree 

(an illogically mild category for a premeditated killing), 

and recommended utmost clemency. The judge sentenced the 

father to imprisonment for five to ten years but suspended 

the sentence and ordered probation, from which he was later 

relieved. Against this background the naturalization court 

had to decide whether the applicant had been "of good moral 

character" during the five years preceding his application. 

Judge Learned Hand, recognizing the sympathy shown by the 

jury and the judge in the criminal case, nevertheless felt, 

as he said, "reasonably secure in holding that only a minor

ity of virtuous persons would deem the practice morally 

justifi-able, while it remains in private hands, even when 

the provocation is as overwhelming as it was in this instance." 
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The decision may have been made easier for Judge Hand by 

reason of the fact that the father would become eligible 

for citizenship after the five-year period elapsed. 

However that may be, the facts of that case presented 

a much more appealing situation for "mercy killing" than 

the Baltimore case. The fonner approaches, if it does not 

reach, the category traditionally termed "monsters", concern

~ng whom there is a long legal tradition, drawing on canon

law sources, treating them as other than human beings. More

over, in that case the putting to death could be regarded as 

a mercy to the child, while in the Baltimore case the moti

vation appears to have been concern for others in the family. 

On this aspect of the case, more will be said presently. 

Even those critics of the law who have advocated the 

legalization of euthanasia would hedge it about with a set 

of strict conditions: That the act be willed by the patient: 

that the illness be tenninal and incurable: and that there 

is suffering from intractable pain. Even with these nominal 

safeguards, euthanasia would be a dubious legal innovation, 

because of the difficulty of administering such a law in 

actual practice: The reality of the patient's will may be 

as feeble as his physical state, the motives of relatives 

may be less than pure, the prospects of medical relief from 

pain may improve. And in a matter of this kind, where 
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physicians would be called upon to reverse their role by 

becoming active agents to terminate life, the risk of 

mistaken judgment should outweigh the possibility of con

forming to the formal criteria, when a general rule must 

be fixed to govern medical practice. 

This excursus on euthanasia. however, is a digression, 

for in the Baltimore case the suggested criteria of the 

will of the patient, intractable suffering, terminal illness, 

and mercy toward the patient, are notably wanting. 

Still, it may be said, there was no active intervention 

to cause death in the present case, but only inaction that 

left the infant to the operation of natural processes. Thus 

the death was caused, it may be argued, not by· human agency 

but by impersonal, inexorable forces. To this argument two 

answers can be given. First, on the facts it is somewhat 

disingenuous to ascribe the death to non-human causes. Death 

occurred from starvation, a condition resulting from the 

directions given at the hospital. To be sure, death would 

have occurred in any event from an unrelieved intestinal 

obstruction, but this does not negate the actual cause of 

death. If A empties a bottle of poison which would have 

been fatal to B, and then withholds all liquids from B, who 

dies of dehydration, it is irrelevant that another kind of 
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death would have occurred in any event. Secondly, as a 

matter of law, inaction is tantamount to action when there 

is a duty to act and an omission to do so. Thus we are 

brought back to the basic question of duty, a question 

which cannot be avoided by drawing distinctions between 

action and inaction. 

There is, to be sure, a sentiment held by sensitive 

persons that in the care of a patient there comes a time 

when extraordinary supportive measures may be withheld and 

the process of dying allowed to take its course. If a 

patient in a coma, in the terminal stage of cancer, contracts 

pneumonia, may not a conscientious physician, with the ap

proval of the patient's family, properly withhold antibiotics, 

even though active lethal intervention, as by injecting air 

into the veins, would be repugnant to law and a sense of 

morality? A brilliant physician in Boston became afflicted 

with Parkinson's disease and when his condition steadily 

deteriorated he underwent radical neurosurgery, which was 

not successful, and which left him in a vegetative state of 

existence, helpless and hospitalized for several years. At 

one point in this period he contracted pneumonia and was 

promptly treated for it, successf~lly, by an intern, thus 

proionging his life. I have heard older doctors lament this 
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almost reflexive action of the intern, suggesting that a 

wiser attitude would come with more experience. If we accept 

the point of view of these older physicians, are we repudiat

ing the cardinal obligation of the doctor and abandoning the 

proposition that inaction in the face of a duty is as culpable 

as positive action? I think not, for the reason that in 

caring for a dying patient the duty of humane care may present 

an honest and painful choice between prolonging life -- or 

the process of dying -- and allowing the patient to meet his 

end in as much quiet, peace and dignity as the circumstances 

will permit. This was not, it seems clear, the situation 

facing parents and doctors in the Baltimore case. The cases 

differ as the glow of a sunset differs from that of a sunrise. 

we are brought, finally, to the question that has been 

lurking in the analysis thus far -- if one is, without fault 

on his part, a threat to the well-being of others, may those 

others in good conscience remove the threat to enhance their 

own lives and the lives of others dependent on them? We can 

put to one side the case where there is an immediate threat 

to the very survival of the others. If three mountain 

climbers are tied together by a rope, and one of them slips 

so that his dangling from a cliff menaces the other two, may 

they cut the rope to save themselves? Whatever our answer 
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may be to that question, it must be plain that to send the 

dangling companion to his death simply to avoid bruises or 

a broken bone to the others would be repugnant to our sense 

of justice. There are other flaws in the analogy. Insofar 

as the trauma anticipated by the parents is a psychological 

one, it is far from clear that this is inevitable, given a 

judgment from intimate reality rather than from expectation. 

The clearer threat that looms up is the drain on time, 

energy and material resources. This is really the crux of 

the problem. That sensitive, decent individuals can be 

driven to sacrifice a life in the interest of the well-being 

of the survivors is a reflection less of private morality 

than of social failure. The contradiction between a religious 

tradition of the sanctity of life and equality of wor•th, on 

the one hand, and judgments of doom on innocent offspring, 

on the other, could itself be the cause of intense psychologi

cal trauma. In this respect we differ from the Romans, among 

whom infanticide was common practice. Even for those without 

a formal religious belief, a philosophy of humanism recognizes 

essential equality of worth based on equality of ignorance: 

on the important questions of human existence whence, 

whither, why -- all are equally in the presence of unfathom

able mystery. That is why humility is the indispensable 

condition of wisdom. That is why, in the law, the standard 
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of due process in fundamental matters extends to all "per

sons0, whether citizen or alien, believer or infidel, saint 

or sinner. Due process of law, and equality of right to 

live, are afforded not merely for the sake of the potential 

victims, but for the sake of the judges and of society, to 

save us from the agony and absurdity of making ultimate 

judgments of worth, of assuming the role of a god on the 

Day of Final Judgment. 

We may be destined for a new morality that will encom

pass an even wider valuing of life, not only human but animal 

as well. Particularly among young people, solicitude for 

the survival of other species, and on a smaller scale an 

aversion to eating animal flesh, may be seen as the glinaner 

of a more inclusive ethic of life. But if so, it calls for 

greater self-restraint, less self-indulgence, not a martyrdom 

forced upon others. 

The ultimate question, then, is one of social responsi

bility for maintaining conditions under which private morality 

will not be confronted with harrowing choices that are avoid

able. Concretely, this means that resources have to be 

applied to the provision of life's necessities, including 

those of the handicapped. Indeed, if society is to continue 

to insist in its legal codes on the right of infants to live, 

it behooves society to share in making the right a meaningful 
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reality. Perhaps the most disturbing observation in the 

Baltimore tragedy was the comment by a nurse that the baby 

would be better off dead than in the custody of the Rosewood 

institution. 

Who is to make the decisions on the proper care and 

custody of the child? On that question the doctors are 

valuable witnesses but not appropriate decision-makers. 

The same can be said of the parents. The best interests of 

the child, and the interest of society, must be assessed by 

a disinterested tribunal when the parents are unable or un-
of care. 

willing to bear the responsibility/ Resort to a court is 

indicated, where all interests can be caught up and valued. 

In the end, though, we return to the responsibility of 

society, remembering that in all likelihood, if proper in

stitutional care had been available the decision of parents 

and hospital, in hannony with that of the law itself, would 

have been in favor of life. 
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memo: extended version of the Johns Hopkins case study--

the family setting: mother, 34 yrs., hospital nurse 
father, 35 yrs., lawyer 
2 other normal children in the family 

In late fall, 1963, Mr. and Mrs.-,--- gave birth to a 
premature baby boy. Soon after birth, the child was diagnosed 
as a 11mongoloid11 (Downs Syndrome) with the added complication 
of an intestinal blockage (duodenal atresia). The latter could 
be corrected with an operation of quite nominal risk. Without 
the operation, the child could not be fed and would die. 

At the time of birth Mrs. ___ overheard the doctor express 
his belief that the child was a mongol. She immediately 
indicated she did not want the child. The next day, in consul
tation with a physician, she maintained this position, refusing 
to give permission for the corrective operation on the 
intestinal block. Her husband supported her in this position, 
saying that his wife knew more about these things (i.e., 
mongoloid children) than he. The reason the mother gave for 
her position-- 111t would be unfair to the other children of 
the household to raise them with a mongoloid." 

The physician explained to the parents that the degree of 
mental retardation cannot be predicted at birth--running from 
very low mentality to borderline subnormal. As he said: 
"Mongolism, it should be stressed, is one of the milder fonns 
of mental retardation. That is, Mongols' I~•s are generally 
in the 50 to 80 range, and sometimes a little higher. That is, 
they're almost always trainable. They can hold simple jobs. 
And they're famous for being happy children. They're 
perennially happy and usually a great joy ••• 11 Without other 
complications, they can anticipate a long life. 

Given the parents' decision, the hospital staff did not seek 
a court order to override the decision (see, legal setting 
below). The child was put in a side room and, over an 11 day 
period, allowed to starve to death. 

Following this episode, the parents undertook genetic counseling 
(Chromosome studies) with regard to future possible pregnancies. 

the legal setting: 

Since the possibility of a court order reversing the parents• 
decision naturally arose, the physician's opinion in this matter 
--and his decision not to seek such an order--is central, As he 
said: 111n the situation in which the child has a known, serious 
mental abnormality, and would be a burden both to the parents 
financially and emotionally and perhaps to society, I think it's 
unlikely that the court would sustain an order to operate on 
the child against the parents' wishes." He went on to say: 
111 think one of the great difficulties, and 1 hope (this) will 
be part of the discussion relative to this child, is what 
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happens in a family where a court order is used as the means 
of correcting a congenital abnormality. Does that child ever 
really become an accepted member of the family? And what are 
all of the feelings, particularly Built and coercion feelings 
that the parents must have following that type of extra
ordinary force that I s brought to bear upon thP-m for makin,t 
them accept a child that they did not wish to have." 

Both doctors and nursing staff were firmly convinced that it 
was "clearly illegal" to hasten the child's death by the use 
of medication. 

One of the doctors raised the further issue of consent, saying : 
"who has the right to decide for a child anyway? 11-- 11 the whole 

, way we handle life and death is the reflection of the long
standing belief in this country that children don't have any 
rights, that they're not citizens, that their parents can 
decide to kill them or to let them live, as they choose." 

the hospital setting: 

When posed the- question of whether the casA would have been 
taken to court had the child had a nonnal I~, the parents 
refusing pennission for the intestinal operation, the near 
unanimous opinion of the doctors: yes, we would have tried 
to override their decision. Asked why, the doctors re~lied: 
•~tfuen a retarded child presents us with the same problem, a 
different value system comes in; and not only does the staff 
acquiesce in· the parents• decision to let the child die, but 
it 1 s probable that the courts would also. That is, there is 
a different standard ••• there is this tendency to value 
life on the basis of intelligence ••• (it's) a part of the 
American ethic." 

The treatment of the child during the period of its dying was 
also interesting. One doctor commented on "putting the child 
in a side room. 11 When asked about medication to hasten th~ 
death, he replied: "no one would ever do thRt. No one would 
ever think about it, because they feel uncomfortable about it 
••• a lot of the way we handle these things has to do with 
our own anxieties about death and our own desires to be 
separated. from the decisions that we're making." 

The nursing staff who had to tend to the child showed some 
resentment at this. One nurse said she had great difficulty 
just in entering the room and watching the child •degenerate-
"hardly bear to touch him. 11 Another nurse, however, said: 
"I didn't mind coming to work. Because like I would rock him. 
And I think that kind of helped me some--to be able to sit 
there and hold him. And he was just a tiny little thing. 
He was really a very small baby. And he was cute. He had 
a cute little face to him, and it was easy to love him, you know?" 
And when the baby died, how did she feel?-- 11 1 was glad that it 
was over. It was an end for him. 11 
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This complex of human experiences and decisions evokes 

profound human sensibilities and serious intellectual examination. 

With little imagination one sees in and beyond it dimensions 

which could be explored by practicioners of various academic 

disciplines. Not only are many of the standard questions about 

the ethics of medical care pertinent, but also questions that 

have been long discussed by philosophers and theologians in 

their disinterested and sometimes ironical way. Indeed, on 

first blush one is tempted to say that one would have to write 

a full length book to plow up, cultivate, and bring to fruition 

the implications of this experience. 

l have long been convinced that when we respond to a 

moral dilemma, either our own or someone's we read about, the 

way in which we formulate the dilerrma, the picture we draw of 

what its salient features are, is rather determinative of the 

choices we have. For example, if the war in Vietnam is pictured 

as a struggle between the totalitarian forces of evil seeking 

to suppress all that human beings value on the one side, and 

the forces of righteousness obligated to overcome evil on the 

other, we have one sort of problem with limited choice. If, 

however, it is viewed as a struggle of an oppressed people 

seeking to throw off once and for all the shackles of 

colonialism and imperialism, we have another sort of problem. 

If it is pictured as more complex than either of these, the 

range of choices is wider, and the factors that have to be 

brought into consideration are more numerous. Or, for example, 

if the population problem is depicted as a race against 
I 

immanent self-destruction of the human race, an ethics of 
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survival seems to be legitimate, an ethics in which survival 

of the race would be the paramount value to which all others 

must be subordinated. If, however, the population problem is 

depicted more complexly, other values also play in the 

determination of policy, and our range of choices is broader. 

,'lhe· polnt of this diversion is that one of the points 

· under discussion in the medical history to which we are 

responding is how we should view it. What elements are 

included in the accounts that the participants give of it? 

What elements were left out? What 0values 11 did they seem to 

consider, and which ones did they seem to ignore? Perhaps if 

one made a different montage of the raw experience, one would 

have different choices, and indeed, the outcome of the 
I 

decisions might have been different. 

The question immediately comes to mind: Whose picture 

is correct? It would not be difficult for one moral philosopher 

or theologian to move into the information we have with 

a~guments that might readily undercut, if not demolish, the 

defenses made by participants as they report their experience. 

It might be possible also for another to make a strong case in 
' 

defense of the decisions. In part their differences would be 

that they drew different pictures in which different aspects 

had different degrees of importance in the whole. The first 

might view the experience primarily as an account of individual 

rights (which he values) being violated, in this case the rights 

of the infant. The other might view it priJnarily as an account 

of pain and suffering, and believe that the way of least 

possible suffering for the fewest persons over the longest 
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range of time was the commendable outcome of the account as 

we have it. Both would be accounts drawn by external observers 

after the facts, and not by active, participating agents in 

the midst of a medical moral drama. There is a strong 

tradition that says that e thical reflection is from the 

external observer's point of view, and that indeed, it is only 

from the position of an ideal observer that we can come to the 

morally right answers. And, alas, since I was not involved in 

the drama as it worked out, I have at best the observer's 

perspective, though I would never claim to be an "ideal 

observer, 11 But I believe that it is both charitable and 

intellectually important: to try to view the events as the 

major participants viewed them as the first step. The events 

remain closer to the confusions of the raw experience ~hat way; 

the passions, feelings, and emotions have some echo or vitality 

remaining. In our case the parents were not without feeling, 

the nurses not without anguish. The experiences could become 

a.£!.!! in. which~ represents the rights of the infant to life, 

and y represents the consequences of his continued life for 

himself as a mongoloid person, and~ represents the conse

quences of his continued life for the family and the state. 

But such abstraction has a way of oversimplifying experience. 

One would "we~gh" .! against y and.!• To be sure, I cannot 

reproduce the drama even of the materials I have read, the 

interviews with doctors and nurses, and we can all be certain ---that even those are several long steps from the thoughts and 



feelings of the parents and the staff at that time. But I 

shall attempt to indicate what seem to b~ the salient 

features of the dilemma for its participants; these features 

are each value-laden and in part determinative of their 

decisions. In the process of doing that for the mother, 

4 

the father, the phy.sicians, and the nurses, I will indicate 

what reasons might justify their decisions. Following that 

I will try to show how a different picture of the expP.rience, 

highlighting different values and pr~nciples, might have 

led to a very different course of decisions. In the end, 

1 shall give the reasons why I, an observer, believe they, 

the participants, did the wrong thing. But clearly, their 

responsible and involved participation is very different 
. . 

from my detached and disinterested reflection on documents 

and interviews almost a decade later. 

Toe mother's decision. 

Our information about the mother's decision is second 

hand. Thus we cannot be certain that we have an accurate 

pictur~ .of the reasons she gave for ·no.t perrni tting the surgery 

to take place that could have saved the Mongoloid infant's life. 

It is not my role to speculate on whether the reasons she is 

reported to have given are her 11real 11 motives or not, for 1 

have neither the training nor the desire to probe into what 

some professions call "unconscious motives." We are told that 

when she heard the child was probably a Mongol, she "expressed 
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some negative feeling" about it, and that she "did not want a 

retarded child. 11 We are assured that because she was a nurse 

she understood what Mongolism indicated. From one source we 

are given a reason beyond her feelings and desires, namely 

that to raise a Mongoloid child in the family would not be 

"fair" to the other children. That the decision was not 

without anguish for her, we know, from several references 

to conferences between the parents and physicians. 

For purposes of ethical reflection, there are three 

terms that I have quoted that are important. One is "negativP. 

feeling," another is her "wants" and 11desires, 11 and the third 

is "fair." We need to inquire what th~ status of each of thesA 

is as a moral reason or justification for her decision. 

What weight can a negativ~ feeling bear? Remember that CiJ 
at this point lam seeking to make the cese for her decision. 

On two quite different grounds, weight could be given to her 

feelings. The first is that at the point of making judgments 

and decisions, there is always an element of intuition, an 

element of the rightness or wrongness of the choice which 

defies full rational justification. When we see a patent 

injustice being done to an innocent person, WP. havP. strong 

negative feelings, ~nd we do not nP.P-d a sophisticated moral 

argument to tel 1 us that what is being done is wrong. We 

11feel 11 that it is wrong. In this case. it might be said that 

the mother's "negative feeling" was evoked by an intuition 

that it would be wrong to save the infant's life, and that 

such a feeling is a reliable guide to conduct. 
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The second ground on which her f eeU.n~ might have some 

status is that such negativity of response upon the first 

knowledge of the Mongolism suggests that she would not be 

capable of giving the child the affection and the care that 

it would require. The logic involved is the extrapolation 

from that moment to potential consequences of her continued 

relationship to the child in the future, The argument is not 

unfamiliar; it is conmen in the literature that seeks abortion 

on reGuest -- 11no unwanted child ought to be born." Why? 

Because unwanted children suffer from hostility and lack of 

affection from their mothers, and this ts bad for them. 

The second term is her wants or desires. It is assumed 

that the negative feelings are one indication of her desires, 

but we can assume also that she articulated these at some 

point, saying, "I do not want a retarded child, 11 The status 

of "wanting" is different, we might note, if it is a matter 

of expressing a wish before the child is born, or if it is 

expressing a desire with the consequences of the death of 

the child after it is born. As A statement of wish, one csn 

be sure that no nonnal pregnant woman would disagree with it. 

In this drama, however, it can be translated into the following: 

"1 would rather not have the child kept alive. 11 Or, 111 will 

not accept parental responsibilities for a r~tarded child." 

We need to examine, then, what the status of a desire or a 

want is as an ethical justification for an action. To do 

that fully, and in an abstract way, would lead to an extensive 
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discussion, for the literature on the subject is vast. The 

crucial point in this case, it seems to me, is whether the 

existence of the child lays a moral claim on the mother or not. 

For example, if a person ~eliciting funds for the relief of 

refugees in Bengal came to her requesting a donation, and she 

responded by saying 111 have no desire to give money for that 

cause," some perhaps would think her to be morally insensitive, 

but none would suggest that the refugees in Bengal had a moral 

claim on her money which she was obligated to acknowledge. 

I think we have to admit that the existence of the child lays 

a weightier claim on her than does a request for a donation. 

We would have to say that the child's right to surgery, and 

thus to life, is relative to, and thereforA dependent upon, 

the mother's desires or wants. 

What kind of justification can be given for this? 

Let us take an illustration that is perhaps closer to her 

situation than the request for a donation is. A man asks a 

woman to marry him. Because she is asked, she is under no 

obligation to answer in the affirmative. He might insist 

that he has a claim upon her -- thP.y have expressed love for 

each other, or they have dated for a lone time, or .he has 

developed his affection for her on the assumption that she 

was respondin$ and that the outcome of this would be marriage. 

But none of these claims would b~ sufficient to overrule her 

desire not to be married to him. Why? Two sorts of reasons 

might be given. One would refer to potential consequences: 
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it is predictable that a marriage in which one partner does 

not desire the relationship leads to unhappiness, to anxiety 

and suffering. It is obviously desirablA to avoid needless 

suffering. So in this case, it might be said that the mother's 

desire is to avoid needless sufferin~ and anxiety: the 

undesirable consequences can be avoided by permitting the 

c:hild to die. 

The second sort of reason why a woman has no obligation 

to answer her suitor in the affirmative refers not to predicted 

consequences, but to her rights as an individual. A reQuest 

for marriage does not constitute a moral obligation, since 

there is no prima facie claim on the other. The woman has a 

right to say no. Indeed, if the suitor demanded that she 

marry him, or sought to coerce hP.r into marriar,e, most of us 

would be even stronger in asserting that she has a right to 

refuse him. In our case of the mother, however, there are 

some differences. The infant is incapable of expressing a 

request or a demand. Also, the relationship is different; 

the suitor is not dependent upon his girlfriend in the way 

that the infant is dependent upon his mother. Dependence 

functions in two different senses; the necessary conditions 

for the existence of the child were his conception and in 

utero nourishment thus in a sense the parents "caused" the 

child to come into being. Also, apart from adoption procedures 

being instituted, the parents are the only ones who can 

provide the necessary conditions for sustaininB the child's 

life -- the infant is dP.pendent on them in the sense that he 
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must rely upon their performance of certain acts in order to 

continue to exist. Thus, the ethical question that the mother 

implicitly answered is clear: does the infant's physical life 

lay an unconditioned moral claim on the mother? She a~swered, 

implicitly, in the negative • 
.,_ .{., 

Why backing might the negative answer be given? 

It seems to me that the most persuasive justification would 

come from an argument that would say that there are no uncon

ditioned moral claims by others on one when that pr~sumed 

claim goes against one's desires and wants. The claims of 

another are relative to my desires, my wants. We have seen, 

and presumably all agree, that neither the solicitor for 

Bengal relief nor the suitor has an unconditioned claim to 

make, and in both cases a desire is sufficient grounds for 

denying such a claim. In the case of the mother, it would 

have to be argued that the two senses of dependence that the 

infant has on the mother are not sufficient conditions for a 

claint on hei;- that would l~d to permi5sion for the needed 

sur3ery. And since there are no unconditioned claims, and 

sine~ the conditions in this drama are not sufficient to 

warrant a cla.im, the mother is justified m denyine p~rniission 

for the surgery. What lies behind this is a position that can 

be described as egoism; one's o·wn wants and des1.res determine 

what is morally right to do. (We note h@.re that in our 

culture there are two trends in the development of morality 

;i:ha t run counter to each other: one is the trend that 

desires of the ego are the grounds fqr moral and legal claims 
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( if a mother does not desire the infant in her uterus, shP. lw s 

a right to an abortion); the other increasingly limits· indivi.dual 

desires and wants (an employer might want to hire only white 

persons of German ancestry, but he has no right to do so). 

The third point that the mother is reported to have made 

appeals to quite different warrants. It would not be "fair" to 

the other children in the family to raise a Mongoloid with them. 

Fairness is, in moral philosophy, either the. same as justice 

or closely akin to justice. If we take two traditional 

definitions of justice, we can see how fairness might be an 

appeal here. One is 11to each his due. 11 The mother is 

claiming implicitly that the other children would not get what 

is due them because of the inordinate requirements of time, 

energy, financial resources, and other things fat limited 

supply that would be required if the Mongoloid child were 

permitted to live. Or, if they were to receive what they 

required, there would not be sufficient time, energy, and 

other resources to concentrate on the particular needs of the 

Mongoloid, for his condition would require that more is due 

to him. The other traditional definition of justice is, 

"Equals shall be treated equally." We can surmise that the 

mother believed that all her children are equal in principle, 

should be treated equally, and the fact that the Mongoloid 

child is patently unequal to the others would require unfair 

treatment to the others. If this was implicit in her request, 

in a sense she was saying that the class of persons called 

her children were equals; inequality among them would force 

injustice on all members of the class. 
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A defense of such a position, if elaborated, would have 

to establish certain points. One would be that 11to each its 

due 11 meant to each child in a family wii t taken together, 

allocating scarce resources. If it were not construed in 

this way, "to ea.ch his due 11 mjght be the grounds for sayine 

that since the Mongoloid child required more, he was due more, 

and since the normal children required less they were due less. 

A similar point would have to be established to defend the use 

of 11equals shall be treated equally; 11 the cll'.ss of persons 

designated as equals would be children in the fa.mily, and no 
~ 

exceptions would be justifie•d by mongoLllllism. 

Perhaps "fairness" in the mind of the mother did not 

imply "justice. 11 Perhaps she was thinking about such conse

quences for the other children of being raised with a mongoloid 

child as the extra demands that would be made upon their 

patience, their time s iven in the care of the child, the 

problems they might havP- in psychologically coping wi_th the 

existence of such a siblin~ , and the sense of sha.rne they 

might have in relation to their peers. ThesA consequences 

also could be deemed to be unjust from her point of view. 

Since they had no accountability for the existence of th~ 

mongoloid, it was not due them that they should have extra 

burdens placed upon them. 

A twist in this projection of reasoning that is r.~rder 

to defend is this: what was due the mongoloid infant? TI1'?!re 

is clearly a factor pr~sent that implied for Lar that he wcis 
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not due surgical procedure that would sustain his life. He 

was surely "unequal" to her normal children, but the fact of 

his inequality does not necessitate that he has no right to 

live. This leads to a matter at the root of the mother's 

response which has to be dealt with separately. lt does not 

come under her feelings, her desire, or her wish for fairness, 

though perhaps it is at the root of all three. 

In a sense she (and as we shall see, the doctors also) 

assumed that a factual distinction (betwe~n normal and 

mongoloid) makes the moral difference. And factual disttnctions 

do make moral differences. A farmer who has no qualms about 

killing a runt pig would have moral scruples about killing a 

deformed infant. If the child had been normal and had an 

intestinal blockage there would probably have heen no question 

in her mind about permitting surgery to be done. The valuP- of 

the infant is judged to be relative to a quality of its life 

that is determined and thus predictable on the basis of the 
~ 

evidences of mongol .. ism. Value is relative to quality: 

that is the justification. Given the absence of quality 
I 

there is not suffici~nt value to maintain life; given absence 

of quality, and there is no right to physical life. (One 

sees at this point how questions about terminating life among 

very sick adults are parallel to this instance.) 

What are the qualities, or what is the quality that is 

deficient in this infant? It is clear that it is not the 

capacity for happiness, an end that Aristotle and othP-rs 
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thought to be sufficient in itself. The knowledgeable mother 

and the doctors knew that mongoloids can be very happy indeed. 

It is not the capacity for pleasure, the end that the hedonistic 

utilitarians thought a11 ·men seek, for mongoloids can find a 

great deal of pleasure in life. One of the doctors gives us 

the clue when he says that apparently the absence of the 

capacity for normal intelligence was crucial. He suggested 

that we live in a society in which intelli8ence is high~y 

valued. Perhaps it is valued as a quality in itself, or as an 

end in itself by some, but my hunch is that there is a further 

point. That point is one of capacity for productive contri----------------
bution to oneis own well-being, and to the well-bein<?: of othArs. 

The point might be that not only will a montr.oloid make a 

minimal contribution to his o·wn well-bei..,g. and to that of 

others, but also what othP.rs must contribute to his care 

outweighs all that he ct=tn do. The riehts of an infant, the 

value of his life, is relati\r!=! to his intelligence, which is 

a crucial factor (perhaps judged them~~~ crucial factor?) 

in enabling or limitin~ his contribution to his own welfare 

and that of others. In malting such a point, onP. has to defend 

it in terms of the sorts of contributions that uould be praise

worthy, and the sor.ts of costs that would be detrimental. 

The contribution of a sense of satisfaction to those who might 

enjoy caring for the mongoloid would not be sui ficient. 

Indeed, a full defense would require a quantification of 

qualities, all in imperfect predictions at the point of birth, 

that would count both for and against the child's life in a 

cost-benefit analysis. 
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The judgment that value is relative to qualities is 

not implausible, as one can see with the naked eye even with 

poor vision in our society. We have traditionally valued the 

achiever more than the non-achiever; some hospitals have 

sought to make judgments about the qualities of the contri

butions of patients to society in determininp, which patient 

has access to scarce medical resources. A Mongoloid is not 

valued as highly as a fine musician, an effective politician, 

a successful businessman, a civil rights leader whose actions 

have brought greater justice to the society, a physician, etc., 

etc. To be sure, in other societies and at other times other 

qualities have been valued, but we judge value by the 

qualities valued in our society and our time. Persons are 

rewarded one way or another according to their contributions 

to society; they are punished one way or another if they get 

caught engaged in acts that the society does not approve of. 

It seems to me that a defense of the mother's decision would 

have to be made on these grounds, with one further crucial 

step. That is, when what is judged to be the sine qua rum, 
the one necessary condition, for intelligent productivity is 

deficient (with a high degree of certitud?.) At birth, thP.re 

is no moral necessity to maintain that life. That the same 

reasonine would hav~ ~een sufficient to justify overtly 

taking the infant's life seems not to have be?.n the c~se 

in this drama. But that raises another sort of point, to 

be deferred for later discussion. 
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The reliance upon feelings, desires, fairness, and 

judgments of qualities of life can readily make sense to the 

American middle class white family, and anguished decisions 

can very well be settled in these terms. We must recall that 

the choice made by the mother was not that of an unfeeling 

problem-solving machine, nor that of a rationalistic 

philosopher operating from these assumptions. It was a 

painful, conscientious decision, made apparently on these 

bases. One can ask, of course, whether persons dealing with 

her in her condition should not have sus gested that there are 

other ways of perceiving and drawing the contours of the 

circumstances, other values and ends that she might consider. 

But that leads us to a subsequent topic, namely the decisions 

of the physicians who in the name of respect for her autonomy 

also assumed her moral self-sufficiency. 

~ father's decision. 

The decision of the father is only a footnote to that of 

the mother. Re clearly consented to the choice of not operating 

on the infant, though there are reports of his efforts to get 
,-..... 

precise information about mongo~ism and its consequences for 

the child. He was "willing to go along with the mother• s wishes," 

we are told; hP. "understood her feP.lings, agreed with them, 11 and 

indicated tha t he was not in a po si ti on to make "the same 

intelligent decision that his wife was makin~. 11 
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I would only stress at this point that again we see 

the assumption that scientific evidence based on professional 

knowledge is determinative of a moral decision. It is clear 

that the physician was forthright in indicating what the 

consequences would be of the course of a,ction they were taking. 

The consequences of raising a mongoloid child were presumably 

judged to be more problP.ma tic than the death of the cht ld. 

It is not necessary to repeat what I have written above about 

how such a judgm~nt might be defended. 

The decision of the physicians. 

In my reading of the materials, it seems to me that n 

number of points of referencP- in the contributions of the 

physicians enable us to formulate a constellation of values 

that determined their c:ctions. After I have depicted tb.ctt 

constellAtion, it will be necessary to ane.lyze further somc:

of the points of reference to s11E'\ how they can be dP.fende d. 

Th~ constellation c2.11 h~ stated summartlv. n-.e 
physici2.ns felt no moral or lt."!gal obligatj_,:,n to save the life 

of a mongoloid infant by an ordlnnry sur.5icPl ,__,rocP-dure ·wh~.n 

the parents of the inf~.nt did 11ot d'3sire that it should live. 

Thus the infant was left to die. Whc1 t would 1·1e.ve been a 

serious but routine procerlurf! was omitted in tilis insta.1.ce 

on two conditions, both of which were judr,ed to be necessAry 

but neither of which was suffici<mt in its~lf: th~ mongol

ism nnd the parents• d~sires. If th9 parents had desired 
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the mongoloid infant to be saved, the procedure would have 

been performed. If the infant had not been mongoloid, and 

the parents had refused permission for surgery to remove a 

bowel obstruction, the physicians would have at least argued 

against t1?-em., and perhaps have taken legal measures to 

override them. (I must admit that from the materials I 

have read, I am not as certain ~bout the second condition 

as I am about the first.) Thus the value laden points of 

reference appear to be the desires of thP. parents, the 

~ " mongol~sm of the infant, the l"-w, and choices about 

ordinary and extraordinary medical procedures. 

One of the two most crucial points, practically, was 

the obligation that the physicians felt to acquiesce to the 

desires of the parents. It is clear, as we have noted, that 

the choice of the parents not to operate was one given out of 

what the physicians judged to be adequate information: it 

was an act of informed consent on the part of the parents. 

From the reports we have, the information on which the 

decision was made was medical information; there is no 

evidence that the physicians interjected questions of a 

moral sort with the parents that they subsequently raised. 

For example, one physician, in being interviewed, comnented 

perceptively on the absence of rights for children in our 

society and in our legal system; he also commented upon the 

role that the value of intelligence seems to have in judging 

worthiness of. persons. These were matters, howevP.r, which 
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the physicians did not feel obliged to raise with the 

distressed parents. One might put this crucial point in 
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this way: the physicians acted on the principle that they 

are to do, or not do, procedures only as the patient (or 

crucially in this case, the parents of the pat:l.ent) detennine 

them. There is no overriding right to life on the part of a 

mongoloid infant that would lead them to are_ue against th~ 

parents• desires, or lead them to seek a court order requiring 

that the surgical procedure be done. They recogni~ed the 

moral autonomy of the parents, and thus did not interfere; 

they accepted as a functioning principle that the parents 

have the right to decide whether an infant shall live. 

Elaboration of the significance of this recognition of 

parental autonomy is necessary in order to see the grounds 

on which it can be defended. First, the physicians apparently 

recognized that the consciences, the conscientious moral 

decisions, of the parents were the supreme moral court. 

1n principle there ar~ grounds for affinninF the recognition 

of the moral autonomy of the principal in complex decisions. 

Factually, in this case, thP. principals were the parents; 

the infant did not have the capacities, obviously, to express 

any desires or preferences he might have. The physicians 

said, implicitly, that the medical profession doP-s not have 

a right to impose certain of its traditional values on persons 

if these are not the values conscientiously held by those 

persons. There are simi.larities, but also differences, 
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between this instance and one of a terminal patient. If the 

terminally ill patient expresses a desire not to have his 

life prolonged, physicians recognize his autonomy over his 

own body, and thus feel under no obligation to sustain his 

life. Here, however, the situation would be more similar to 

one in which the terminally ill patient's family decided that 

no further procedures ought to be used to sustain life. No 

doubt there are many circumstances in medical care in which 

the patient is unable to express a preference due to his 

physical conditions, and in the light of persuasive mP.dical 

and familial reasons the physician agrees not to sustain life. 

A difference between our drama and that, however, has to be 

noted in order to isolate what seems to bP. the crucial point. 

That is that in the case of the mongoloid infant a decision 

is made at the beginning of his lif~ and not at the end; 

the effect is to cut off a life which given proper care, 

could be sustained for many years rather than not sustaining 

a life which has no such prospects. 

Several defenses might be made of their recognition of 

the parents' presumed rights in this case. The first is that 

parents have authority over their childre11 until they reach 

an age of discretion, and in some respects until they reach 

legal maturity. Thus we are not in a situation in which 

children have recognized rights over against parents in many 

respects. 'lbe crucial difference here, of course, is th~ 

claimed right in this case to determine that an infant shall 
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not live. What grounds might there be for this? Tile 

physicians could argue that those who claim the moral right 

to an abortion are claiming the right to determine whether a 

child shall live, and this claim is widely recognized both 

morally and legally. 'What we have in this case is an 

extension of that ri3ht to t11.e point of birth. If there 

are sufficient groui1.ds to indicate that the nP.Wborn child 

is significantly abnormal, the parents havP- th~ same right 

as they have when a eenetic c1.bnormality is detected pre

natally on the basis of amniocentesis. Indeed, t11e physicians 

could argue that if a mottier has a right to an ab,,rtion 

regardless of medical indicatio.1.1.s of genetic defects, she 

also has a right to determine whether a newbor-.1. infant shall 

continue to live. One is simply extendine th~ time spc,u ~nd 

the sphere of circumsta.nces in which this autonomy is 

recognized. 

A second sort of defense mi?;ht be made: it is tl.tat 

of the limits of professional competence and authority. 

Th~ physicians could argue th,.,_ t in moral m<'- ttars they hAve 

neither comp'9tenc~ nor a.utl1.ority. Perhaps they would wi.sb 

to distinguish between compet~nc~ ~nd authority, and argue 

that they have competenc~ to make e. different moral decision 

on the basis of their ow~ moral and other values, but that 

in our society they have no authority to impose this upon 

their patients. Hor~le, they might argue, are subjectivs 

l!lS tters, and 5.f c1nyone has competence in that area it is 
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philosophers, clergy, theologians, and others who teach what 

is right and wrong. If the. parents have no internalized 

values which militate a.gainst their decision, it is not in 

the province of the p~ysician to tell them that· they ought 

to do differently from what they are deciding to do. Indeed, 

particularly in a morally pluralistic society, there are 

sharp differences of opinion, and no one group or person has 

a right to impose his views on another. Certainly this 

stronger argument for moral autonomy would subsume under it 

any judgment that th~ :·Physician has the authority to impose 

his own moral values OI?, the patient. But more specifically 

here I wish to note wha~ might b~ called a social role 

differentiation: the1medical profession has authority only 

in medical matters, and not in moral matters. Indeed, they 

have an obligation ; tQ.'~dicate what the medical alternatives 

are in order to have a decision made under infonned consent, 
' -

but insofar as moral values or principles arP. detenninative 

of the decision, it is~not within their professional sphere. 

An outsider mi_ght ask what is meant by authority. 

He might suggest that surely it ~snot the responsibility 

or the social role of the physician (or at least not his 

primary responsibility) to make moral judgments, and certainly 

not to enforce his judgments on others. Would he be 

violating his role . if he did something less determinative 

than tha.t, however, namely ,in his counseling with the · 

principals ·involved in the drama indicate to them what some 
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of the moral considerations might be in choosing between 

medical alternatives? The answer seems to be yes; he would 

be violating his role, if it became one of being even a non

directive moral counselor. He could argue that if the 

principals desire moral counseling they have the freedom to 

seek it from whomsoever they will. In his professional role 

as physician he must acknowledge that recognition of the moral 

autonomy of the principals also assumes their moral self

sufficiency, that is their capacities to make sound moral 

decisions without interference on his part, or the part of 

any other persons except insofar as the principals themselves 

seek such counsel. Indeed, in the drama to which this paper 

is an extensive footnote, a good deal is made of the knowl

edgability of the mother particularly, and this includes the 

assumption that she is morally knowledgable as well as 

medically. Or,' if she is not, it is still not the physician's 

business to be her moral counselor. 

It might be excessively sophistic to suggest that the 

physicians also assumed in this case that thP. moral autonomy 

of the parents took precedence over the positive law. At 

least they felt no obligation to take recourse to the courts 

to save the life of this infant. But on that issue we will 

reflect more under the heading of "law. 11 

Another sort of defense might be made. It is that in 

the order of society, decisions should be left to the most 

intimate and smallest social unit involved; that is the right 
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of such a unit, since the interposition of outside authority 

would be an infringement of their freedom. Also, since in 

this case the family is the unit that has to live with the 

consequences of the decision, it is t:he right of the parents 

to dete:cmine which potential consequences they find most 

agreeable to them. The state, or any other unit such as the 

medical profession, has no right to interfere with the freedom 

of choice of the family. Again, in a fonnal way, the argument 

is a familiar one; the state has no right to interfere with 

the determination of what a woman wishes to do with her body, 

and thus laws or other authoritative constraints on a woman 

are infringemP.nts of her freedom. The determination of 

whether an infant shall be kept alive is simply an e~tension 

of the sphere of autonomy properly belonging to thP. smallest 

social unit involved. 

We need to note that in all the arguments for autonnmy, 

the medical fact that the _infant. is alive and can be kP.pt alive 

does not make a crucial. difference. ,Indeed, just as thP.re is 

an appeal to the facts of the infant's mongolism to support 

the decision, so any critic of the decision -- we must 

honestly note would appeal to the fact that the infant is 

born and can be kept alive. The defense of the decision would 

have to be made in this way: if one grants moral autonomy to 

mothers to determine whether they will bring a fetus to birth, 

it is logical to assume that one will grant the same autonomy 

after birth, at least in instances where the infant is 

abnormal. 
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We have noted in our constellation of f~ctors that the 

desire of the parents was a necessary condition for the 

decisions of the physicians, but i.n itself it WEIS not a 

sufficient condition. If the infant had not been moneoloid, 

it seems to b~ the case that the physicians would not have 

been so readily determined by the parents' desires. Thus WP. 

need to turn to the second necessary condition. 

The second crucial point, then, is that the infant was a 

mongoloid. It appears that the physicians would not have 

acceded to the parents request as readily if the child had been 

normal, · just as it is clear that the parents would have 

authorized the surgical procedure if the child had been normal. 

It is not clear that any other sort of abnormality would r~ve 

necessarily led to the same decision on the part of the 

physicians. Their appeal w~s to the consequences of the 

abnormality of mongolism the child would be a burden 

financially and emotionelly to the parents. Since every 

parent knows that every child, reg;ardless of his capacities 

for intelligent action, is a financial burden, and at least 

at times an emotional burden, it is clear that the physici~ns 

believed that thP. qu?ntity or degr~e of burden in this case 

would exceed any benefits that mi~ht be forthcoming if the 

child were pe:cmitted to live. Thus one can infer that a 

principle was o?era tive, namely, that mon~o loid infants have 

no inherent right to 15.fe; their riBht to life is conditional 

upon the willingness of their parents to accept them and care 

for them, that is, it is conditional upon the parents' desirE"s. 
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In the discussion of the mother's decision we developed 

some of the reasons why a mongoloid infant, an abnormal infant, 

was undesirable. Some of the same appeals to consequences 

entered into the decisions of the physicians, for example, the 

child would be a financial and emotional burden. At this point 

I wish to raise another point, hypothetical in a sense, but 

important if we are to seek to develop reasons why the 

decisions might be judged to be morally correct. That point 

is the operating definition of "abnormal" or "defective. 11 

There seems to have been no dissent on the medical judgment 

that the infant was mongoloid, though there was explicit 

recognition that precise judgments about the seriousness of 

the child's defect within the spectrum of possibilities for a 

mongoloid child were not possible at birth. 

Our intention is to attempt to find as precisely as 

possible what principles or values might have been a court of 

appeal for not sustaining the life of this infant. As a 

procedure we will begin with the most general and try to find 

our way into the specific appeals that might have been made 

to defend their decision in this case. Certainly the basic 

point is indisputable, namely that infants with a certain 

degree of defectiven~ss have no overriding claim to life. 

The issue is what degree of defectivenP-ss would count, when 

coupled with the other necessary condition, namely the desire 

of the parents not to have the child. 
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We can rule out the most general principle, namely 

that no infant that has any empirically verifiahlP- degre~ of 

defect at birth has a right to life. TherP. miP:ht be ;:i 

pa.rticular class of defects for which a certain appeal could 

be made, namP,ly that they are actually, or carry a hiBh risk 

of, bearing a genetic disease which would have the consequences 

of sufferin~ for future generations, and would, if they became 

parents, carry the defect into the gene pool of tl.e futurP.. 

A male hemophiliac would be an instance of this class. It is 

clear, however, that in our drama such medical evidence did 

'7 not exist. There can be no appeal to potentially bad medical 

consequences for future generations. 

Are the physicians prepared to claim that all genetically 

abnormal infants have no claim to life? I find no evidence 

that they would. Are they prepared to say that where the 

genetic abnormail ty affects the capacity for 11ha.ppiness11 the 

infant has no right to live? It is clear that such an appeal 

was not made in this case. It appears that 11no:r:mal 1' 

has reference to a capacity for a certain degrP.e of intelligence. 

A presumably detectable physical norm now functions as 

a norm in a moral sense, or as an ideal. There is no specifi

cation of the idE>.al in clear terms, and there probably could 

never be such. But -there .is at least a hunch about the outer 

limits beyond which 'an int:ant is judged to be excessively far 

from the norm and ideal to d~serve sustenance. ~-/e c~nnot 

help but return c1gain, though it pr0br1bly claws 1Jn the r0c1der, 

to the judgment that the crucial determination of the degrP.A 
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of defect tolerable in this case is made on the basis of the 

unspecific, but generally obvious signs of the lack of capacity 

for intelligence of a certain measurable sort. And, insofar 

as further justification of this is made in the interviews 

it is an appeal to accepted social values, at least among 

middle and upper class persons in our society. Our society 

values intelligence; that value becomes the ideal norm from 

which abnormality or deficiencies are measured. Since the 

infant is judged not to be able to develop into an intelligent 

human being (and do all that "normal" intelligence enables a 

human being to do) his life is of insufficient value to sRve. 

Or, to be more accurate in this case, not of sufficient value 

to override the desires of the parents not to keep the child. 

But formally, yalue is related first to wr~t is valued in 

the society, and s~cond to the capacities of the infant to 

fulfill those values. 

As a formal principle, without specification of the 

ranges of its applicability, the limits to the sorts of cases 

to which it could be applied, the physicians would probably 

not wish to defend it. To do so would require that there be 

clear knowledge of what the values are in our society (we also 

value aggressive people, loving people, physically strong 

people, etc.), and in turns procedure by which capacities 

for such qualities could be determined in infancy so that 

judgments c;:ould be made about whether they are obligated to 

sustain life. Parts of our society do not value black people; 
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this would obviously be ?.n insufficit:!nt bc=i s5.s for li~tti.nr-; an 

infant die. Thus, in defl'!n::;e of their ded.sion the physiciP..ns 

would have to appea 1 to 11va lues Benera lly hP.ld in our society .h 

This, of course, creates the problem of quantification in 

another sphere, for one has to asJ< the question of what 

percentage of dissent would count to deny a 11general 11 hole.int 

of values. They would also hc:1ve to designate whethP.r there 

are limits to changes in socially held Vc1 lues bP.yond which 

they would not go. From the limited evidences of our 

particular medical histor,.7, it is not possible to jude e! what 

these would be, thou8h ;_t is safe to assum~ th~y would be 

there. If thP. ;;>arqnts belon~ed to a subcultur@.th8t valued 

blue eyes more than it valuc-?d intelligP.nce, and if they 

expressed a desirP. not to bave a child because it bld hazel 

eyes, the problem of the intestinal blockage woul d .aot hc1ve 

been a sufficient condition to refrain from the surgical 

procedure. 

Thus, if one asked wh~ t the ideal norm of the hume11 is 

that mal~es a difference in judgint> whether an infa11t has the 

right to life, in this case it is 11 the capacity for normal 

intelligence." Toa t appears to be decisive. For the good of 

the infant, for the sake of avoiding difficulties for the 

pa.rents, and for the good of sociP.ty, a sienificant deviati on 

from normal intellig~nc~, coupled with the appropriate 

parental desire, is sufficient to pP-rmit the iufant to die. 
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A third point of reference was the law. The civil law 

and the courts figure in the decisions at two points. First, 

the physicians felt no obligation to seek a court order to 

save the life of the infant if the parents did not want it. 

Several possible observations might be drawn from this. 

First, one can infer that the infant had no lP.gal right to 

life; his legal right is conditional upon parental desires. 

Second, as indicated in the interviews, the physicians believed 

that the court would not insist upon the surgical procedure . to 

save the infant since it was a mongoloid and the paren4's did 

not agree that a mongoloid infant has the same rights that 

normal infants have, and that parental desires would override 

legal rights in such a case. And third, again an explicit 

statement by the physician, if the infant's life had been 

saved as the result of a court order, there were doubts that 

it would. have been ••accepted" by the parents. Here there is 

an implicit appeal to potential eonsequences: it is not 

beneficial for a child to be raised by parents who do not 

11accept11 him. The assumptions are that they would not change 

their attitudes, that in the case of a mongoloid infant the 

presumed bad consequences are sufficiently greater than they 

would be in a normal child not to insist that it has a right 

to live. 

If the infant had a legal right to life, this presents 

an interesting case of conscientious objection to law. In 

the case of conscientious objection to military· service, the 
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objector is claiming that the power of the state to raise 

armies for the defense of what it judges to be the common good 

or the national interest is one that he conscientiously 

refrains from sharing. The common good, or the national 

interest, is not jeopardized by the granting of a special 

status to the objector because there are sufficiently large 

numbers of those who do not object to manning the military 

services. In this case, the function of the law is to 

protect the rights of individuals to life, and the physician

objector is claiming that he is under no obligation to seek 

the support of the legal system to sustain the life even wh~, 

he knows that it could be. The evidence he has in hand (the 

parental desire and the diagnosis of mongoliam)preaumably 

provide sufficient moral grounds for his not complying with 

the law. I will not expand this point here, since it no 

doubt is dealt with more accurately and comprehensively by 

Professor Frewid. From the stan~point of ethics, however, 

1 wish to point out that an appeal could be made to conscien

tious objection. If, however, the appropriate law does not 

qualify its claims in such a way as to a) permit its non

applicability in this case, orb) provide for exemption on 

grounds of conscientious objection, the objector is 

presumably willing to accept the consequences for his 

conscientious decision. '!his would be morally appropriate. 

In this case, however, the physician believed that the court 

would not insist on saving the infant's life, and thus he 
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foresaw no great jeopardy to himself in following conscience 

rather than the law. 

The second point at which the law figures is in the 

determination of how the infant should die. The decision not 

to induce death, but to let the child starve to death was made 

in part in the face of the illegality of overt euthanasia (in 

part, only, one must admit, for there is evidence that the 

hospital staff would "feel uncomfortable" about hastening the 

death). Once the end or purpose of action (or inaction) was 

judged to be morally justified, and judged likely to be free 

from legal censure, the physicians still felt obliged to 

achieve tbs. t purpose within means tba t would not be subject 

to legal sanctions. One can only speculate at this point 

whether the physicians believed that a court which would not 

order an infant's life to be saved would in turn censur~ them 

for overtly taking the life, or whether the u..,comforteble 

feelings of the hospital staff were more cruci~l in t~e 

determination. The point I wish to note h~r~ is th."1 t om~ 

could interpret their course of decisions as .=i. t om~ ::,oi.nt not 

involving obligation to take recourse to the courts (to save 

the infant• s life), and the other scrupulously obeying the la.w. 

It should be noted, however, that there is consistency of 

action on their part; in n9ither instance did they interver1e 

in what was the "natural" course of developments. The morc,l 

justification to fAil to intervene in the second rilornent, of 

course, had to be different from that in the first. In the 
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first it provides the reasons for not savine a life; in thP. 

second for not tai:ing a life. This leads us to the last 

aspect of the decisions of the physicians that I noted, namely 

that choices w~re made between ordinary and extraordinary 

means of action. 

There is no evidence in the interviews tba t thl?. langua!?f

of ordinRry and extraordinary fil~ns of action was part of the 

vocabulary of the medical staff. I choose to introduce it 

because it is an honored and useful distinction in Catholic 

moral theology as it applies to medic~l care. Put briefly and 

simply, the principle is that a physician is under no 

obligation to use extraordina~J means to save a life. The 

difficulty in the application of the principle is centered in 

the choice of what falls under ordinary and under extraordinary 

means. Under one set of circumstances a procedure may be 

judged ordinary and under another extraordinary. It seems 

to me that the surgery required to remove the bowel obstruction 

in the infant was on the whole an ordinary procedure; there 

were no experimental aspects to it, and there were no unusual 

risks to the infant's life in having it done. If the infant 

had had no other genetic defects, there would have been no 

question about using it. The physicians could mlk e a case 

that where the other genetic defect was mongo~ism, the , 

procedure would be an extraordinary one; the context in which 

the judgment about ordinary and extraordinary was a wider one 

than simply the problem of the obstruction and the physical 

life of the infant. It included his other defect, the 

desires of the family, the potential costs to family and 
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society, etc. To make this case they would have to BO into 

the sorts of reasons that have already been developed 

previously in this paper. No moralist, to my knowledge, 

would hold them culpable if the infant were so deformed that 

he would be labeled (non-technically) a monstrosity when they 

did nothing to sustain the life. To heroically maintain the 

life of a monstrosity as long as one could would be most 

extraordinary. Thus we return to the issue of whether the 

fact of mongolitm ' and its consequences is a sufficient 

justification to judge the life-saving procedure to be 

extraordinary in this instance. The physicians might argue 

that it is. 

The infant ·was left to die with a minimum of care. 

No extraordinary means were used to maintain its life once 

the decision not to operate had been made. Was it extra

ordinary not to use all ordinary procedurAs to maintain the 

life of the infant even once the· decision not to operate had 

been made? The judgment clearly was in the negative. It 

would be argued that to do so would be to prolong a life that 

would not be saved in any case. At that point the infant was 

in a class of terminal .patients, and the same justifications 

used for not prolongine the life of a terminal patient would 

apply here. Patients have a right to die, and physicians arP. 

under no moral obligation to sustain their lives when it is 

clear that they will not live for long. The crucial 

difference, I hardly need to note, between a terminal cancer 

patient and this infant is that in the situation of the former 
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it is likely that all procedures which might prolong life 

for a goodly length of time have been exhausted. In the case 

of the infant, the logic of obligations to tenninal patients 

takes its course as a result of a decision not to act. 

It could also be judged that to induce death by some 

overt action is an extraordinary procedure; and surely it is 

in the medical profession. To justify overt action would 

require a justification of euthanasia, and all of the reasons 

agains_t that practice would be brought to bear in this 

instance. l genuinely believe that this drama would be a 

good one from which to exptore those issues from a moral 

point of view, and lam sure the attending physicians would 

agree. Once a decision is made not to engage in a life

sustaining and life-saving procedure, has not the crucial 

corner been turned? If that is a reasonable and moral thing 

to do, on what grounds would one argue that it is wrong to 

hasten death? Most obviously it-is still illegal to do it, 

and next most obviously people have sensitive feelings about 

taking life. Further, it goes against the grain of the 

fundamental vocation of the medical profession to maintain life. 

But, of course, the decision not to operate also goes against 

that grain. If the first decision was justifiable, why was 

it not justifiable to hasten the death of the infant? We can 

only assume at this point traditional arguments against 

euthanasia would have been made. Interesting and important 

as exploration r>f them would be, in this drama the primary 

focus of attention is on the first decision, and the primary 

focus of this paper must be the same. 
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The decisions !2.£ .l:h! nurses. 

'Ihe nurses in this drama, as the interviews indicate, 

are most important for their expressions of feelings, moral 

sensibilities, and frustrations. As such they clemonstrate 

the importance of deeply held moral convictions and of profound 

compassion in determining human responses to ambiguous circum

stances. ·surely if they had not known that the infant coula 

have survived, the depth of their frustrations and feelings 

would have not been as great. Feelings they would have had, 

but they would have been compassion ~or an infant bound to die. 

The actual range of decision tor them was clearly circum

scribed by the rol~ aetinitions in the medical professions; 

it was their duty to carry out the orders ot the physicians. 

Even if they conscientiously believea that the orders they 

were executing were immoral, they did not have the capacities 

to engage in the actions that would have radically reversed 

the course of events, namely to :perform the required surgery. 

lt was their lot to be the imnediate participants in a sad 

event, but to be powerless to alter its course. 

It would be instructive to explore the reasons wny 

the nurses telt trustrated, were deeply affecteu by their 

duties in this case. Moral convictions have their impact upon 

the feelings of persohs as well as upon their rational 

decisions. A profound sense of vocation to relieve suftering 

and to preserve life no doubt lies behind their responses, 

as aoes a conviction about the sanctity of human life, 

For our purposes, however, we shall leave them with these 
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observations; their decision was clear and the reason• for it 

was clear: they are the instruments of the orders of the 

physicians. They have no rights of conscientious objection, 

at least not in this set of circumstances. 

Before turning to at1other evaluative descrip~ion of wnat 

occurred, ie is important to reiterace wnat was said in the 

beginning. The decisions by the principals were conscientious 

ones; there is no evidence of a hard-hearted depersonalization 

of the infant so that he might be disposed of as one would 

dispose ot a piece ot furnit!ure one had access ~o, but diu not 

aesire. I am ce~~ain that t:he physicians were intormed by a 

sense of compassion in their consent to the parents• wishes; 

they a1a not wish to be party to potential suttering t:hat was 

avo1aable. Indeed, in the way in which they formult1 tea t,ie 

dilenma, the uescription of ic thac was shaped by their evalu

ations, they did what was reasonable to do. They chose t11e way 

ot least possible sutfering to the fewest persons over a long 

range of time~ 1,,y point is that by describing the ailemrna 

from a somewJ:1at different set of values, or giving different 

bal~nce to differenc factors, another course of action would 

have been reasonable ana justifiea. The issues, it seems to 

me, are at the level of what is to be valued more highly, tor 

one's very unaerstanding ot tne problems he must solve are 

aeeply atfectea by what one values most. 
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The dilermna n:gm ~ different moral point~~. 

Wallace Stevens wrote in poetic form a subtle account 

o:t "Thirteen ways ot looking at a blackbird." Perhaps there 

are thirteen ways ot looking at tne medical history we are 

dealing w.L th. I shal 1 attempt to look at it from only one 

other way, and to develop my account as briefly as possible. 

By describing the dilemma rrom a perspective that gives a 

different weight to some of tne considerations that we have 

already exposed, one has a different picture, ana different 

conclusions are called for. I am not challenging tne moral 

integricy of any of tne original participants, not from a 

raaical relativism that says they have their point of view 

and 1 have mine, but out or respect for their conscientiousness. 

I do believe for several reasons that more consiaeration ought 

to nave been given to two points particularly. Si.nee, as 1 

nave inaicatea, there were two necessary cond1tions, neither 

of wuich was sufficient in itselt · to warrant the decision 

that was made, it makes sense to comment: on those two. At. 

t:WO points a difference in evaluative judgments woula h~ve 

maae a difference of life or aeath tor the infant. 'il1ese are, 

you will recall: 1) whether what one ought to do is 

determined by wnat one desires to ao, ana 2) whether a 

mongoloid infant has a claim to life. 

To restate the dilemma once again, then, rrom what I 

bi::J.ieve to be its heart on the basis ot my extensive aua1.ysis 

it is this. 1) If the parents had 11desired11 the mongoloid 
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infant, the surgeons would have performed ,the operation that 

would have saved its life. 2) If the infant had had a bowel 

obstruction that could be taken care of by an ordinary medical 

procedure, but had not been a mongoloid, the physicians would 

probably have insisted that the operation be perfo:cmed. 

Thus one can recast the moral dilemma by giving a 

different weight to two things, one is to the desires of the 

parents, and the other is to the value or rights of a 

m~ngoloid infant, Thus if the parents and the physicians 

believed strongly that there are things one ought to do even 

when one has no immediate positive feelings about doing them, 

no irmnediate strong desire to do them, it would have been a 

different picture. If the parents and physicians believed 

that mongoloid children have intrinsic value, or have a 

right to life, or if they believed that mongol,.ism is not 

sufficiently deviant from what is normatively human to merit 

death, it would have been a diff~rent picture, 

Thus we can redraw the picture. To be sure, the 

parents are ambiguous about their feelings for a mongoloid 

infant, since it is normal to desire a normal infant rath$r 

than an abnormal infant. But (for purposes of this case 

to avoid a discussion of abortion at this point) once an 

infant is born its independent existence provides it 

independent value in itself, and those who brought it into 

being and those professionally responsible for its care have 

an obligation to sustain its life regardless of their negative 
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or ambiguous feelings toward it, regardless of whether they 

desire to keep it or not. This probably would have been 

acknowledged by all concerned if the infant had not been 

mongoloid. For example, if the pregnancy had been an 

accident, and in this sense the child was not desired, but 

the infant had been normal no one would have denied its right 

to exist once it was born, though some would while still in 

the uterus and thus would have sought an abortion. If the 

mother refused to accept accountability for the infant, 

alternative means of caring for it would have been explored. 

To be sure, a mongoloid infant is genetically defective, 

and the raising and care of it puts burdens on the parents, 

the family, and the state beyond the burdens required to raise 

a normal infant. But a mongoloid infant is h~n, and thus ~ .. ( .... :~--: 

has the intrinsic value of humanity, and has the right:s of 

a human being. Further, given proper care it can reach a 

point of significant fulfillment of its limited potentialities; 

it is capable of loving and responding to love, it is c:apable 

of realizing happiness, it can be trained to accept respon-

sibility for itself within its capacities. Thus the 

physicians and parents have an obligation to use all ordinary 

means to preserve its life. Indeed, the humanity of mentally 

defective children is recognized in our society by the fact 

that we do not have policies which permit their extermination, 

and do have policies which provide, ali to inadequately, for 

their care and nurture. 
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lf the raw experience of our medical drama had been 

interpreted in the light of moral beliefs that inform the 

previous two paragraphs, the reasonable conclusion, indeed, 

the only possible conclusion is that the surgery that would 

have saved the infant's life ou~t to have been done. 

Let us look at some of the grounds for laying the 

weights I have at these crucial points. First, with reference 

simply to common experience, we all have obligations to others 

that are not contingent upon our immediate desires. When the 

Registrar of Yale College indicates that senior grades have 

to be in by May 21, whether I will read the exams, term 

papers, and senior essays in time to report the grades is 

an obligation I have regardless of my negative feelings 

toward the task, or my immediate preference to be doing 

something else. l have an obligation to my students, and to 

the University through its Registrar which l accepted when l 

assumed the social role of an instructor. The students have 

a claim on me; they have a right to expect me to fulfill my 

obligations to them and to the University. I might be excused 

from the obligation if I suddenly became too ill to fulfill 

it; my incapacity to fulfill it would be a temporarily 

excusing condition. But negative feelings toward that job, 

or toward any students, or a preference for writing a paper 

of my own at that time would not constitute excusing condi

tions. I must consider, in determining what I do, the 

relationships that I have with others, and the claims they 

have on me by virtue of those relationships. 
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It might be said with reference to this example that 

I have a contractual obligation to the University and the 

students into which 1 freely entered and that the situation 

of the parents in our drama is not the same. They have no 

legal contractual relationship with the infant, and thus their 

desires are not bound by obligations. Closer to their circum

stances, then, might be other family relationships. I would 

argue that the fact that we brought our children into being 

lays a moral obligation on my wife and me to sustain and care 

for them to the best of our ability. They did not chose to 

be; and their very being is.dependent both causally and in 

other ways upon us. In the relationship of dependence there 

is a claim of them over against us. To be sure, it is a claim 

that also has its rewards, and that we desire to fulfill 

within a relationship of love. But until they have reached 

an age when they can accept full accountability (or fuller 

accountability) for themselves, they have claims upon us by 

virtue of our being their parents, even when meeting those 

claims is to us financially costly, emotionally distressing, 

and in other ways not immediately desirable. Their claim is 

independent of our desires to fulfill it. To be sure 

particular claims they might make can justifiably be turned 

down, and others can be negotiated, but the claim against us 

for their physical sustenance constitutes a moral obligation 

that we have to meet. That obligation is not conditioned by 
p,..1.,-ks 

their 14 scores, whether they have cleft pallets or 

perfectly fonned faces, whether they are obedient or 
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irritatingly independent, whether they are irritatingly 

obedient and passive or laudably self-determining. It "is not 

conditioned by any predictions that might be made about 

whether they will become the sorts of persons we might desire 

that they become. I believe that the infant in our story has 

the same sort of claim, and thus the parents have a moral 

obligation to use all ordinary means to save its life, 

because of the relationship of dependence. 

An objection might be made. One might say, as many of 

my fellow Christians and many others would, that the obligation 

of the parents was to do that which is loving toward the 

infant. Not keeping the child alive was the loving thing 

to do with reference both to its interests and to the 

interests of the other members of the family. To respond to 

the objection one would first have to establish, and it is 

not difficult to do, the spongey character of the words love 

or loving. They can absorb anything liquid. Then one needs 

to proceed to indicate whether the loving character of an act 

is detennined by feelings, or by motives, or whether it is 

also judged by what is done. It is clear that I would argue 

for the latter. Indeed, the minimal conditions of a loving 

relationship include respect for the other, and certainly 

--._!or the other's preswnption of a right to live. But I would 

make the case that the relationship of dependence grounds a 

claim, regardless of whether one feels loving toward the other 

or not. 
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'lhe dependence relationship holds for the physicians 

as well as the parents in this drama. 'lhe child I s life 

depended utterly upon the capacity of the physicians to 

sustain it. The fact that an infant a few hours of age 

cannot articulate his claim is irrelevant. Physicians will 

struggle to save the life of a pArson who has attempted to 

commit suicide even when the patient might be in such a drugged 

condition that he cannot express his desire -- a desire 

dramatically expressed in his intention to take his life and 

overridden by the physician's action in saving it. The claim 

of human life for preservation, even when an action indicates 

a specific intention of the will not to live, presents a moral 

obligation to those who have the capacity to save it. 

A different line of argument might be taken. If the 

decisions made were as reliant upon the desires of the 

parents as they appear to be, which is to say, if desire had 

a crucial role, what about the desire of the infant? It is 

clear that the infant was not of such an age that he could 

give his own informed consent to the non-intervention. I 

have suggested his claim exists because he exists, but here 

one can hypothesize that every infant desires to live, wills 

to live, and that even a defective child is likely to desire 

life rather than death when it reache's an age in which such 

expression can be articulated. Even if its right to live is 

contingent upon a desire, we can assume that his own desire 

would be for life. As a human being, he would have that 
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whom he is dependent to fulfill it. 
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As a Christian moral theologian 1 would have to, and 

could, establish theological reasons for supporting this 

position, but I hlM chosen not to develop those very much 

in this paper. Rather I have tried to make a persuasive case 

without theological appeals to indicate why the claim of the 

infant constitutes a moral obligation on the parents and the 

physicians to keep the child alive. The intrinsic value or 

rights of a human being are not qualified by any given 

person's intelligence, capacities for productivity, potent~al 

consequences of the sort that burden others. Rather they 

are constituted by the very existence of the human being as 

one who is related to others and dependent upon others for 

his existence. The presumption is always in favor of 

sustaining life through ordinary means; the desires of persons 

which run counter to that presumption are not sufficient 

conditions for abrogating that right. 

In our drama the power to determine whether the infant 

shall live or die is in the hands of others. Does the 

existence of such power carry with it the moral right to 

determination? Long history of moral experience indicates 

not only that arguments have consistently been made against 

the judgment that the capacity to do something constitutes 

a right to do it, or put in more familiar terms, that might 

makes right. It also indicates that in historical situations 

where persons have claimed the right to determine who shall 
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live because they have the capacity to determine that, the 

consequences have hardly been beneficial to mankind. This, 

one acknowledges, is a "wedge argument" or a "camel's nose 

under the tent" argument. As such, one honestly recognizes 

the limits of it. That is, given a culture in which human 

values are regnant, it is not likely that the establishment 

of a principle that some persons under some circumstances 

claim the right to determine whether others shall live will 

be transformed into the principle that the right of a person 

to live is dependent upon his having the qualities approved 

by those who have the capa~ity to sustain or take his life. 

But recognizing the sociological and historical limitations 

that exist in a humane society, one still must recognize the 

significance of a precedent. To turn to an apparently absurd 

example, what would happen if we lived in a society in which 

the existence of hazel eyes was considered a genetic defect 

by parents and physicians? The .absurdity lies in the fact 

that no intelligent person would consider hazel eyes a genetic 

defect; the boundaries around the word defect are drawn by 

reasons better than eye color. But the precedent in principle 

remains; when one has ~stablished that the capacity to 

determine who shall live carries with it the right to 

determine who shall live, the line of discussion has shifted 

from a sharp presumption (of the right of all humans to live) 

to the softer, spongier determination of the qualities whose 

value will be determinative. 

I believe that often we cannot avoid using qualities 

and potential consequences in the determination of what might 
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be justifiable exceptions to the presumpt-ion of the right to 

life on the part of any infant, indeed, any person. I have 

indicated that I know of no moralist who would insist that the 

physicians have an obligation to sustain the life of matter 

born from human parents that we judge to be a 11monstrosity. 11 

Such divergence from the "normal" qualities presen~s no 

problem, and the potential consequences for its continued 

existence enter into the detennination of the action. The 

physicians in our drama believed that in the absence of a 

desire for the child on the part of the parents, mongolism 

was sufficiently removed from an ideal norm of the human that 

the infant had no overriding claim on them. We are in a 

sponge. Why would I draw the line on a different side of 

mongol·i.a· . .-· than the physicians did? While I shall attempt 

to give my reasons, one must recognize that there are 

intuitive elements, grounded in beliefs and profound feelings, 

which enter into particular judgments of this sort. 1 am not 

prepared to say that my respect for human life is 11deeper, 11 

11profounder, 11 or 11stronger11 than theirs. I am prepared to say 

that the way in which, and the reasons why 1 respect life 

orient my judgment toward the other side of mongolism than 

theirs did. 

First, the value that intelligence was given as the 

determinative one in this instance appears to me to be ---
simplistic. Not all intelligent persons are socially 

commendable (choosing socially held values as the point of 
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reference because one of the physicians did). Second, many 

persons of limited intelligence do things that are socially 

commendable, if only minimally providing the occasion for 

the expression of profound human affection and sympathy. 

We could go on listing such things, but two are suffici~t 

to point to a conclusion, namely that there are many things 

we value about human life, and that the assumption that one 

of them is the~ qua !l2D, the necessary and sufficient 

condition for a life to be valµed at all oversimplifies human 

experience. If there is a~ qua !l2D it is physical lif~ 

itself, for apart from it all potentiality of providing 

benefits for oneself or for others is impossible. There are 

occasions when we judge other things to be more valuable than 

physical life itself; we probably all would admire the person 

whose life is martyred for the sake of saving others. But 

other things we value about life, other qualities, ends, 

achievements, conditions, or what have you, exist in bundles, 

and not as overriding each in itself. The capacity for self

determination is value~, and under certain occasions we judge 

that it is worth dying, or taking life, for the sake of 

removing repressive limits imposed upon persons in that 

respect. But many free, self-determining perso~s are not 

vecy happy; indeed often their anxiety increases with the 

enlargement of t:he range of things they must and can determine 

for themselves. Would we value a person exclusively because 

he is happy? Probably not, partly because his happiness has 

at least a mildly contagious effect on some other persons, 
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and thus we value him because he makes others happy as well. 

To make one quality we value (short of physical life itself, 

and here there are exceptions) determinative over all other 

qualities is to impoverish the richness and variety of human 

life. When we must use the sponge of qualities to determine 

exceptions to the preswnption of the right to physi~al life, 

we need -to face their variety, their complexity, their 

abrasiveness of one against the other, in the determination 

of action. In our story, it seems to me that the potentiali

ties of a mongoloid for satisfaction in life, for fulfilling 

his limited capacities, for.happiness, for providing the 

occasions of meaningful (sometimes distressing and sometimes 

joyful) experience for others are sufficient so that no 

exception to the right to life should be made. Put differ

ently, the anguish, suffering, embarrassment, expens~s of 

family and state (I recognize the need for revision of social 

policy and practice), are not sufficiently negative to warrant 

that a mongoloid's life not be sustained by ordinary procedures. 

Second, and harder to make persuasive, is that my view 

of human existence leads me to make a differP-nt assessment of 

the significance of suf°fering than appears to be operative in 

the story as I have it from the interviews. The best case to 

be made in support of the course of decisions as they occurred 

is that in the judgment of the principals involved they were 

able to avoid more suffering and other costs for more people 

over a longer range of time than could have been avoided if 
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weight to suffering is not to suggest that suffering is an 

unmitigated good, or that the acceptance of suffering when 

it could be avoided is a strategy that ought to be adopted 
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for the good life, individually and collectively. Surely it 

is prudent and morally justifiable to avoid suffer~ng if 

possible under most normal circumstances of life. But two 

questions will help to locate where I believe a difference of 

opinion between myself and the .principals in our drama can be 

located. One is, at what cost to others is it justifiable to 

avoid suffering for ourselves? On the basis of my previous 

exposition of the moral claim to care that I believe the infant 

had, it is clear that 1 would argue that in this instance the 

avoidance of potential suffering at the cost of that life was 

not warranted. The moral claims of others upon me often 

involve emotional and financial stress, but that stress is 

not sufficient to warrant my ignoring the claims. The moral 

and legal claim of the government to the right to raise 

armies in defense of the national interest involves incon

venience, suffering, and even death for many; yet the fact 

that meeting that claim will cause an individual suffering 

is not sufficient ground to give~ conscientious objection. 

Indeed, we normally honor those who assume suffering for the 

sake of benefits to others. 

'lbe second question is, does the suffering in prospect 

appear to be bearable for those who have to suffer? We 
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recognize that the term bearable is a slippery slope, and that 

fixing an answer to this question involves judgments that are 

always hypoethical. If, however, each person has a moral 

right to avoid all bearable inconvenience or suffering tha-t 

appears to run counter to his i.nmediate or long-range self

interest, 'there are many things necessary for the good of 

other individuals and for the common good that would not get 

done. In our drama, there appear to be no evidences that the 

parents with assistance from other institutions would 

necessarily find the raising of a mongoloid child to require 

suffering that they could not tolerate. Perhaps there is 

justifying evidence to which I do not have access, such as 

the possibility that the mother would be subject to severe 

,mental illness if she had to take care of the child. But in 

the materials as I received them, 1 think no case could be 

made that the demands of raising the child would present 

intolerable and unbearable suffe~ing to the family. That it 

would create greater anguish, greater inconvenience, and 

greater demands than raising a normal child would is clear. 

But that meeting these demands would cause greater suffering 

to this family than it -does to thousands of others who raise 

mongoloid children seems not to be the case. 

Third, and finally, my view, grounded ultimately in 

religious convictions as well as moral beliefs, is that to 

be human is to have a ·vocation, a calling, and the calling 

of each of us is "to be for others" at least as much as 
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"to be for ourselves." The weight that one places on "being 

for others" makes a difference in one's fundamental orienta

tion toward all of his relationships with other persons, 

particularly when they conflict with his immediate self

interest. In the Torah we have that great commandment, 

rendered in the New English Bible as "you shall love your 

neighbour as a man like yourself." (Leviticus 19:18) It is 

reiterated in the records we have of the words of Jesus, 

"Love your neighbor as yourself." (Matthew 22:39, and 

several other places) St. Paul makes the point even stronger 

at one point: "Each of you·must regard, not his own interests, 

but the other man's." (I Corinthians 10:24, NEB) And 

finally, the minimalist saying we find accredited both to 

the great Rabbi Hillel and to Jesus known as the Golden Rule, 

11Do unto others as you would have others do unto you." 

The point of the Biblical citations is not to take 

recourse to dogmatic religious authority, as if these sayings 

come unmediated from the ultimate power and orderer of life. 

The point is to indicate a central thrust in Judaism and 

Christianity which has nourished and sustained a fundamental 

moral outlook, namely that we are "to be for others" at least 

as much as we are "to be for ourselves." The fact that this 

outlook has not been adhered to consistently by those who 

professed it does not count against it. It remains a 

vocation, a calling, and indeed a moral demand. The 

statement of the outlook does not resolve all the particular 

problems of medical histories such as we have been given 
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for this paper, but it shapes a bias, gives a weight, toward 

the well-being of the other against inconvenience or cost tQ 

oneself. In this drama, I believe that all the rational 

inferences to be drawn from it, and all the emotive power 

that this calling evokes lead to the conclusion that the 

ordinary surgical procedure should have been done, and the 

mongoloid infant's life saved. 
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"On Playing God" 
by 

Michael Harrington 

The case of the mongoloid baby at Johns Hopkins who was 

allowed to die is the worst, and the best, of startin~ points 

for a discussion of the right to survival. 

It is the worst of instances since it is so intolerably 

charged with emotion. Even reconstructing the scene from medical 

documents and the comments of doctors and nurses is a heart-renclinf!,' 

experience: a defenseless, tiny human being is allowed to starve 

to death with the approval of decent people of stron~ ethical con

victions. Even though one can sympathize with those who made thi::.

terrible choice -- above all with the anguish of the mother -- the 

initial reaction is to cry out, Stop! That baby must live! 

It is the best of instances for we are more and more goin~ 

to have to face just such tormenting decisions. Society is going 

to have to play God. That, it should be obvious from the outset, 

is an enormously dangerous undertaking and it might lead, as 

Dostoev~ky thought it must, to totalitarianism. Yet this role i:-

thrust upon us whether we like it or not because we have ingeniou:--ly 

created the power to intervene in questions of life and death \\"hich 

were previously determined by a mysterious order of things ( \\·hich "·a .. 

sometimes called God). Once we have that ability, even the humh.l.c 

refusal to exercise it in the name of higher values is i tsclf u (iocl

like choice. '111c issue, then, is not whether we arc g;oin~ to play 

(jod, but how. 
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The events at Johns Hopkins hospital in 1963 are a <;lra

matic case in point. I will approach them almost exclusively in 

their social and political dimension but I do not mean to thereby 

intimate that their ethical aspect is unimportant. My focus has 

been, so to speak, assigned by the Conference; it _is not a value 

judgment about which implications are the most important. From 

this vantage point, I will first of all examine this case as it 

poses the question of setting priorities upon the right to life of 

various groups; secondly, as it relates to the conflict between 

the rights of parents and of children; and finally as it forces us 

to reconsider society's attitutde toward euthanasia. 

Before proceeding to these three dimensions of the case, 

a preliminary word about the relationship between personal and 

social ethics is in order. I reluctantly accept the proposition 

that, due to historical limitations which must be transcended as 

soon as possible, there is often a divergence between the moral 

codes ' of individuals and of states. A citizen may recognize the 

imperative of absolute pacifism and persevere in it even unto death; 

a President may not do so, at least not until he has won the clear 

consent of the overwhelming majority of the people for such a radi

cal mode of national defense. Having said this, let me immediately 

add that the ideal toward whi.ch we must strive is a world in which 

these two sphere~ converge and the Sermon on the Nount becomes 

realpolitik. Therefore one must always be very careful in describing 

the area of 11 higher" public morality -- despite its name, it usually 

calls ~or a lower standard of conduct than the one we impose upon 
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individuals. Our attitude in the presence of this divergence 

between the private and the public should be not to celebrate 

it, but to try to abolish it. 

I have pursued this distinction at some length for a 

purpose. If someone asserts an ethically absolute right to life, 

that does not settle the policical and social problems raised by 

the Johns Hopkins case. If an individual with such a point of 

view had been the mother in this case, she would have been morally 

required to opt for the life of the baby. But what should the 

g;overnment' s position be in a society in which some mothers, perhaps 

out of deeply held principles or from love, will choose to let the 

baby die? The issue is, of course, analogous to that of abortion. 

l•'or some years, most Catholics clwig to the position that their 

opposition to abortion required them to favor legislation forbidding 

it to those who did not share their conscientious view. But eventually 

it became obvious that such a use of legal coercion was ~ountcrpro

ductivc in terms of health, class and racial discrimination and pro

moting disrespect for the law. So at least some Catholics arc now 

willing to debate the details of a public policy which docs not 

universalize their own private ethic and even contradicts it. 

I am saying, then, that even the ethical absolutist who 

ravors an unconditioned right to life, both pre- and post-natal, 

ru1· all humans, mu::;t face up to the difficulties of framing a public 

pol icy in a society which does not have that commitment. 'l11crc is, ] 

a111 a L'ruid, no way of avoiding playing God. We must make choices 

"·lwthcr we like it or not. 
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There is an issue of social priorities involved in this 

case. As the organizers of this Conference framed it, "should 

public funds be used for the training of Down's Syndrome children 

or would those funds be better used for children of poverty back

growids with normal I.Q. potentiality?" I want first to challenge 

the question itself and then answer it. 

Up witil quite recently there were not enough material 

resources to satisfy the basic needs of all the people within any 

country. And that, of course, is still the case in the less developed 

nations. On a recent trip to India to discuss the tragedy of 

Bangla Desh, I was given brutal illustration of this horrible fact. 

There are now nine million refugees in the camps set up for the 

East Bengalis and the children among them are dying by the hundreds 

a day at the very least and perhaps by the thousands. General 

famine is expected either this month or next. But the Indian 

Government is severely limited in the resources which it can devote 

to those people on the brink of death for in the state of West 

Bengal, there are many Indians almost as badly off. Under such 

circumstances, the decision to save an East Bengali baby may evcu 

be made at the expense of a West Bengali baby. (I hardly need add 

that the responsibility of the affluent countries, first and fore

most, the United States, is urgent and utterly compelling in this 

regard, but that is another subject.) 

But in recent years in the advanced economies, there has 

been such a fantastic rise in production and productivity that the 

old economics of scarcity no longer apply. Resources are, to be 
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sure, not infinite and there still must be choices as between 

their alternate uses. Still, we can, and must, say that we have 

enough wealth to meet the basic needs of absolutely every citizen, 

that we will no longer tolerate a situation where we choose as 

between the necessities of life. Taking such a stand could mean 

that we would have to slow down the rate of personal, non-essential 

consumption, but it would not require that the great mass of people 

lower their living standard. For the sources of a fund for nces

sities is to be fowid in productivity, not asceticism. 1 

In general, then, I deny that we should even ask ourselves 

to choose between the rights of mongoloid children and those of 

the peer. We have more than enough to see to both. 

Moreover, there are some political reasons for optimism 

in this area. There is a growing agreement that our present system 

of medical care requires drastic overhaul: the President of the 

United States has proposed reforms which I suspect he himself would 

have denounced as "socialized medicine" twenty years ago. More

over in the Kennedy-Griffith Bill which is much more comprehcn~ivc 

than that of the Administration and preferable in every respect, 

there is a consciousness of the need for planned expenditures which 

would do what our present enormous, but uncoordinated, outlays 

There arc a number of extremely complicated problems glossed 
over in this sentence. They arc dealt with at considerable 
length in the last three chapters of my Socialism which will 
be published by the Saturday Hcview Press on May Day, 1972. 
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have so conspicuously failed to achieve, improve the quality of 

health care per dollar spent. Under these circumstances, I think 

that it is clear that funds to deal with the problem of mongoloid 

children could be available without depriving any other group of 

children of their rights. 2 

Moreover, there is a sense in which the problem posed 

by the John Hopkins' case is overly simple. The treatment of 

mongoloids does not involve the investment of funds in a risky 

and untried area like that of transplants. 3 So the priority 

problem within the medical profession itself is not very great. 

And, as Doctor Frost, the Chief Resident in Pediatrics of Johns 

Hopkins said in his interview with the Kennedy Foundation with 

regard to mongoloid children: " •••• they're almost always train

able. They can hold simple jobs. And they're famous for being 

happy children." Under the circumstances it seems to me clear 

that, from a social point of view, these are human lives de

serving the protection of society and not involving an intolerable 

expense which would compete with other basic needs. 

Indeed, I do not know if a social class analysis of this 

condition has been made but it is quite possible that it would 

show that its incidence is, like many other forms of mental and 

3 

l•'or some estimates of the available resources see "Financing 
Medical Care" in Setting National Priorities: The 1972 Budget 
by Charles L. 8chultze, Edward R. Pried, Alice M Hivlin Nancy'u. 
'l'eet~rs,_with Robert W. Hartman (Washington, D. C.: Bro~kings 
Inst1t~t10~,_1971), pp. 214 ff; and Countcrbudget, the National 
Urbai.1 Coalition (New York: Praeger, 1971), pp. 68 ff. 

Cf. The Quality of Mercy by Selig Greenberg (New York: Athenacum, 
1971), pp. 229 ff. on the priority issue in transplants. 
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physical impairment, higher among the poor than in any other 

stratum. There certainly are studies which show that the lack of 

prenatal care for the expectant mothers of the poor "is a major 

preventable cause of premature births and mental retardation. 114 

If it turns out that this applies to mongoloids, then there is not 

the least reason to counterpose their care to the needs of the 

poor for the two conditions intersect. And even if there is no 

such overlap, the resources and the possibility of treatment should 

be made available in such cases. 

A much more complicated, and related, problem is the one 

analyzed by Paul Ramsey in The Morality of Abortion. 5 Fetologists, 

Hamsey reports, are not able to eliminate many miscarriages and 

protect lives which "nature" would have previously aborted. Suppose 

then that there would be a "steadily increasing number of seri

ously defective individuals among the population in all future 

generations"? Should we, as in terminal medicine now, decide 

not to prolong such lives, i.e., let nature perform an abortion? 

~~ own tendency would be to say yes. I see no ethical obligation 

to take extraordinary measures to say yes. I sec no ethical obli

~ation to take extraordinary measures to augment such deffectivc 

even hopeless -- existences, and I can think of many social con

siderations which point toward a policy of calculated inaction. 

-I Poverty in America, Louis &man, Joyce Kcrnbluh and Alan Haber, 
eds., Heviscd E<lITion (Ann Arbor: Uni,·ersi ty of Michigan Press 
1968), p. 318. Cf. also Mental llcal th 2_f the Poo_r,, li'rank Hcis~
man, J cromc Cohen and Arthur Pear 1, eds. ;-G'\Jch' York I fi'rce Press 
of Glencoe, 196t, ), pp. 42 ff. 

;, The ~loralitv or .-\hortion, John T. ~oonan, Jr., ed., (Cambridµ;e : 
llrn·,ar-d Univcr:--ity Press, 1970), p. 99. 
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But note that, by adding this more extreme dimension to the issue, 

I have allowed "quantative" considerations to influence, or per

haps determine, ethical conclusions. Because of the moderate 

character of the retardation, I am not prepared to allow a mon• 

goloid child to die and do not think society should do so either. 

But where the life being prolonged becomes much, much more proble

matic and the question arises of whether one takes extraordinary 

measures to head off a "natural" abortion, I am for nonfeasance. 

The Johns Hopkins case does not involve such intricacies. 

It asks us whether society should devote some of its abundant re

sources to the saving of moderately retarded children who can be 

trained and who may lead happy lives. Moreover, as Doctor Frost 

notes in his interview, if one were to make a fashion policy on 

the decision actually taken in 1963, then the medical progress 

that has already been made in this area would be lost. It is, 

I assume, not inconceivable that some breakthrough might be made 

to better the fate of these children in the future. Under these 

circumstances, I do not find it particularly difficult to recom• 

mend a public policy: Save the child. 

II 

Once that basic decision is made, however, a "side" issue 

of considerable importance must be faced. 

Everyone involved in the case at Johns Hopkins seems to 

agree that, if this baby had not been retarded, the doctors would 

have asked the state to compel the parents to permit the operation 
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which would save life. Such a situation would presumably in-

volve parents with strong religious convictions against surgery. 

Society would, in the name of the child, properly assert a superior 

interest under such circumstances. But in that case, the child 

would obviously be returned to his family after he was cured, 

At Johns Hopkins in 1963, however, there would have 

been complications. The mother made her decision on the grounds 

that it would not be fair to her normal child to be raised along 

with the mongoloid child. If the life of that baby had been 

saved against her wishes, she might well refuse to take him 

home for her objection will still be very much in force. The 

state would, in effect, be saying that the family does not have 

the right to play God -- to make a life or death dcci~ion -- in 

this case. 6 But then, it seems to me that society would have 

to be willing to take that child as a ward if the mother so 

insisted. It certainly should not force the baby upon her 

(although it is quite possible that her attitude might change 

after the child was saved and there was, not a hypothetical 

situation, but a life in being), 

Yet even as I affirm this point, I am disturbed by some 

of its implications. It is of the essence of totalitarianism 

to introduce the authority of the state into what had previously 

been voluntary associations• into the family, the church, the 

arts, sports and so on. That all pc1·,·n~h-cncs:-. i:-. 1n·ccisc Iv 

what marks the totalitarian system off from the old-fashioned 

6 A court did so rule in 1965 but the child died before the 
operation could be performed. The Morality of Abortion. op cit., 
o. 98. 
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dictatorship. There ls clearly a danger of such a bureaucrati

zation of human life which ls endemic ln this century (it is a 

structural trend associated with the complexity of the society 

and the need for planning). If one asserts, as I do, that the 

state cannot stand by while a mother and father sacrifice the 

physical life of their baby, even if they do so on ethical or 

religious grounds, are there terrible simplifiers who will then 

argue that the government cannot afford to let parents sacrifice 

their children's spiritual or mental or cultural life? I think so. 

This is not to establish a polarity of the good nuclear 

family versus the bad state. The nuclear family is a profoundly 

selfish, conservative institution which became dominant in the 

West at the same time as greed was exalted as the invisible hand 

which promotes the conunon good. One might presume that mothers 

and fathers would always decide in favor of life for their child 

but that, as the events at Hopkins in 1963 nakes clear, is not 

necessarily the case at all, But even so, I am reluctant to cede 

new powers to government in this last third of the twentieth century 

and I, therefore, have a certain prejudice in fayor of independent 

centers of decision. There is so much that must indeed be centra

lized and planned that one must avoid any unnecessary act of for

mal socialization. 

But in this case, it will be noted, I am not arguing in 

favor of giving to government a new power of life and death but 

rather insist that it must protect life. Therefore, even though 

there a~ dangers inherent in appealing to law and state power in 
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such cases, I think they 111.lst be risked for that is the only 

way to expand individual freedom -- in this case, the individual 

freedom to life of a mongoloid child. And I say this even though 

my policy would lead, in a certain number of instances at least, 

to the institutionalization of such children as the wards of the 

state. We allknow that for physically normal infants that ex

perience can be extremely difficult and even deadly. And yet 

what we must place in the God-like balance is certain death on 

the one hand and the possibility of defective, yet quite human, 

life on the other. Once again, the state should choose life. 

III 

Finally, let me raise a question which is not relevant 

to my own analysis, since I favor saving the child and using 

legal compulsion to do so if that is necessary, but which is 

an important aspect of the case. I speak of euthanasia •. 

Doctor Frost's interview is particularly revealing in 

this regard. He said• •For example, just -- once the 

decision was made to let the baby die, the question of how is 

the baby to die -- well, the most -- if we're really trying to 

be -- if we're really trying to be merciful, if we're letting 

this baby die because we think that would be a service to this 

family, the sooner the better. And the best service we would be 

able to provide would be to kill it, and that we can do in any 

one ofa number of ways. And -- but no one would ever do that. No 

one would even think sbout it, because they feel uncomfortable 
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about it. They feel more comfortable just putting the baby in a 

room and letting it die, which is obviously tremendous anguish for 

the parents." 

Even though my conclusions would not lead to the death of 

the baby, slowly or quickly, I think this point has to be con

fronted. l;-or if there are situations where one would decide in 

favor of death or rather of quick rather than slow death -- the 

case of a monstrous birth in which the only question is how soon 

the end will come since the body is not able to sustain -- what 

should public policy be? And this is preeminently a political 

issue because it concerns the circumstances under which the citizen 

is to be permitted by law to talce life. Since the criteria which 

must guide such a decision are scientific in character -- can thi~ 

baby live? one must rely upon experts. That, in turn, opens up 

the very real danger that life can be threatened or taken by pro

fessionals who may be wrong. Certainly, there are commitments to 

mental ho~pitals which have demonstrated analagous dangers. 

There must, therefore, be great care to provide due process 

J'or these infants. But assuming that can be done and the professional 

hoards arc monitored, reviewed and even reversed on occasion, what 

of the God-playing c1uestion Dr. Frost posed? 

It seems to be that if doctors are to be allowed n major role 

in making life and death decisions, the 8ociety must establish rulc:-

ns to how they arc carried out. I take it that the somewhat jumbled 

:--yntax or Doctor l•'ro~t' f-. rcspon8e corrc8ponds to a µ;cnuine confusion 
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and pain on his own part. For if men are left to decide for them

selves how to carry out these new and awesome responsibilities,that de

cision places an intolerable burden upon them. 1berefore,the function 

of playing God may now be imposed upon us because of our ingenuity but 

the actual process of exercising this awesome responsibility must be 

institutionalized. I think,for instance, that the merciful course 

in the Johns Hopkins case, once the decision had been made in favor 

of death (and I disagree with it), was to have ended that baby's 

life by quick, positive action. To have let him just waste away 

may have absolved everyone involved from a feeling of personal 

moral responsibility for a decisive action but it did so by making 

a tiny, defenseless human being suffer wmecessarily. 

I do not reproach the doctors -- or anyone in this case, for 

that matter for what they did. But I do not feel that we can 

let such an event happen again informally, casually, as the result 

of a number of private, parental and profesional choices. The 

child, no matter how defective, has a right to due process when 

the decision over his life is being made; and, to put it brutally, 

the manner of death, if that is the only option, must be merciful. 

I do not know the details of what that would mean. I do know 

that it would not include starvation as a means of resolving the 

problem. Above all, I am convinced that society must explicitly 

and consciously affirm its responsibility in these matters for such 

terrible choices will break lonely men if they have to make them 

on their own responsibility. 
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So this case raises some extremely important social issues 

about priorities, the role of the state, euthanasia, and yet it only 

skims the surface of a new and fearful phenomenon. Man is now 

invading the domain that once belonged to divinity, altering bio

logical laws, •probing the recesses of the atom and changing 

earth, air, fire and water, sometimes unwittingly. It would be 

a consoling thought if we could turn back but we cannot: in the 

fruit of the tree of knowledge, good and evil are inextricably 

linked. But above all, we cannot lurch into the playing of God 

thoughtlessly, heedlessly. We must begin now, if tentatively 

und in bewilderment, to probe the new, and sometimes intolerable, 

moral dilemmas which shadow our genius. 
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The case study is a moving and powerful presentation 

of a real world child whose life was snuffed out by the 

conscious decisions of human beings. He was 11 sentenced to 

death" without a trial. His "crime" was being born a mongoloid. 

I am sure that all who have been exposed to this 

case could not agree on what should have been done with the 

child. I am equally confident that many will disagree 

vigorously with the decision not to correct hi s intestinal 

obstruction by a well-established surgical procedure. 

I can not point to public policies which were 

available to guide the participants in this tragic drama. 

The anguish of those involved makes clear that they were 

much like sailors, lost in a storm . They were buffeted by 

conflicting forces and they knew not which way to turn. 

Society had no counsel to offer them. 

The case raises quite effectively a number of the 
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questions which confound many of us who are concerned about 

ethical and moral dilemmas in medical science: 

Who shall live and who shall die? 

Who can make .such decisions? 

By whose authority are they empowered to decide? 

What is the right of a child to survive? 

How about tre rights of an unborn child? 

Does a child have the right to be free of defects? 

What should be the authority of the medical 

profession and what should be that of the courts? 

Should a hospital and its staff be forced to 

preside over the starvation of an unwanted child? 

Must a child condemned to death wait two weeks 

for the sentence to be carried out? 

As diverse as these questions are, they do not, 

of course, cover all of the dilemmas which are presented 

to us by advances in medical science. For example, we do 

not confront here questio,ns about determining the moment 

of death; or greatly prolonging life; or changes in the basic 

character of our society; or behavior modification; or 



the right to produce bhildr
0

en ~her·e there will ·be a serious 

risk of gehetic ·defictency~1 or bffering genetic 6hoice~ to 

parents; or allocating a ·lfmited supply of donor or artificial 

organs. 

The issues1 raised by the case do, however, illus

trate very well the kinds of ethical and moral dilemmas 

which arise every day in the practice of medicine. Similar 

questions must be faced in medical research, particularly 

that involving human beings. But they also arise in medical 

research in the life !processes, because the results may be 

quickly translated into practical applications. So the 

question is not whether we choose to -confront these issues 

but how. 

Almost fcH1r' years ago·, I was s'truck by the significant 

issues in law and public policy that were presented by the 

first heart transplants. Raising, as they did, such difficult 

questions as the definition of death, the transplantation of 

vital organs found society ill-prepared. As a lawyer and 

former State Attorney General, I was initially concerned 

about formulation of better legal principles and standards. 

But as I studied the matter further, I learned that far 
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more pervasive and complex questions had to be resolved. 

In the fields of morality and ethics, we had even fewer 

guideposts than we had in the law. 

I was not particularly surprised to discover how 

little we had to guide us in these difficult areas. But 

when we had hearings on the bill which I had introduced in 

1967, I was frankly taken aback by the spirited opposition 

expressed by several prominent men in the health sciences. 

Considering that I had merely proposed the establishment of 

a Presidential study commission, it was difficult to understand 

the opposition. 

The proposed commission, just as under the current 

version of my bill, would have had no power to regulate - - or 

even promulgate policies. Its charter was to make a study 

of the ethical, social and legal implications of advances in 

biomedical science and technology. It would also make 

recommendations as to how our society might wisely approach 

these questions. 

There were those who testified that there were 

really no new issues presented by the latest developments 
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in medicine. In other words, the surgeons and the researchers 

were doing everything just right; they were comfortable about 

their work and we should merely leave them alone. Some did 

condescend to admit that they would appreciate continued --

or increased -- financial support from the government for 

their endeavors. But please don't distract us with any 

questions. 

Because of such opposition to the proposal in the 

1968 hearings, and in the absence of any substantial pressure 

for its approval, no action was taken on the bill. I re

introduced the bill in the last Congress and, again, no action 

was taken. However, by the time I introduced the proposal 

for the third time, early thi~ year as Senate Joint Resolution 
. 

75, I believe that signi_ficant changes had occurred in the 

climate for its consideration. 

Among the things which have captured the attention 

of the public, and of the medical community as well, are 

advances in genetics. The successful demonstration of 

fertilization of human egg cells in the laboratory, and the 

imminence of implantation of such fertilized eggs in living 
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human beings, have brought home to all of us the possibility 

of fundamental changes in the status of the individual 

and in the character of our society. In fact, Nobel prize 

winner Dr. James D. Watson, referring to these developments 

in testimony before a House committee e~rly this year, 

predicted that when such an implantation is successfully 

made, 11All hell will break loose. 11 

Advancing technology in chemical and electrical 

modification of behavior has also become a matter of wide

spread public awareness. Indeed, the retiring President 

of the American Psychological Association, Dr. Kenneth Clark, 

recently made front page news all over the nation when he 

recommended the development of tranquilizing drugs to dull 

the aggressive instincts of our world leaders. 

We have also learned about the sedation of children 

to make them more pliable in our schools. And elderly 

residents of nursing homes throughout the nation are being 

illegally and unnecessarily sedated by tranquilizing drugs 

administered by untrained and unauthorized personnel. 

The growing use of behavior modification drugs 

stimulants and depressants; narcotics and hallucinogenics --
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has prompted concern. about a new "drug culture". So it is 

no longer possible for medical scientists to avoid debate 

on these ·issues. And it is no longer possible for those 

who are interested in the subject to confine their discussions 

to academic circles -- out of the public view. 

But I think it would be a mistake for the health 

science professions to look upon the growing public interest 

in their activities as a threat which should be avoided 

if possible. Rather, they should view it as an opportunity 

to participate with diverse elements of our society in the 

establishment of principles and procedures to help resolve 

these momentous problems. 

We can already see from this morning's case that 

no medical school curriculum could have prepared the partici

pants to handle the issue satisfactorily. Attention to 

social and ethical problems in their training programs might 

have prepared the doctors and nurses, at least intellectually, 

to cope better with the issues. But it could not have given 

them all the skills, insights, and persRectives which people 
_ I • 4 , ' • • • ' I--.. •• • I • 

in other walks of life have spent years acquiring. For 

example, while the film does not make it clear, we know 
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that both a clergyman and a judge were consulted in the 

process of deciding to let th;s child die. We may not 

agree with their advice, but most of us would probably agree 

that persons from these two professions had an appropriate 

contribution to make. 

Scientists and laymen, ethicists and lawyers, 

philosophers and administrators, medical practitioners and 

humanists, all have something to contribute to and to learn 

from each other. All would be represented on the study 

commission which I have proposed. Their collective attention 

to these problems would enlighten us all. Through such 

enlightenment, we may eventually reach consensus as to how 

to deal with a number of problems which we have already met, 

as well as some which we can only now foresee . 

There is a substantial element of self-protection 

which should flow from consensus on dealing with these 

problems. Codes of ethics, laws affecting malpractice suits, 

protocols on human experimentation and treatment, and popular 

consensus can greatly facilitate decision-making in complex 

areas. Thus, assurance can be offered to those involved that 

society will not call them to task for actions properly taken. 
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But we have far more at stake than developing 

guidelines for dealing with problems that we can now foresee. 

Developments in genetics and in behavior modification raise 

the spectre of drastic changes in our society. Indeed, the 

'possibility of regimentation of society by unscrupulous 

leaders must be contemplated. Modern world history shows 

us that we are entirely capable of producing leaders with 

such motivation. And now it appears that we are capable of 

.developing the technologies which would multiply the capacity 

for harm that was present in Hitler Germany 35 years ago. 

The very future of civilization may depend on how 

well we address ourselves to these questions. As Dr. Watson 

·said in his Congressional testimony: 

"If we do not think about the matter 
now, the possibility of our having a 
free choice will one day suddenly be 
gone." 

Ofttimes, we wait until new developments are so 

advanced that it becomes impossible to affect the course of 

events. To those who think that is may be premature for 

society to concern itself with sqme of the questions which 

. I have mentioned, I submit that now is the very best time. 
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Now, when we have the opportunity· to reflect on these 

matters soberly and comprehensively. Otherwise, we may 

find ourselves stampeded into unwise or repressive measures 

by our fears of developments which may become imminent. 

Or· measures which will impede progress or, perhaps, be 

ineffective. 

I do not mean to suggest that I know what the 

answers to these questions are. On the contrary, 

this morning's case shows us how far we are from 

any consensus on the policies which we need to develop. 

Moreover, even if the stud~ commission which I have proposed 

should be able' to develop guidelines on all present and 

foreseeable issues, such guidelines would soon be inadequate 

because of new and as yet unpredicted developments. 
I 

For that reason, it is my opinion that such a study 

commission would more likely concentrate on identifying 

the kind of procedural and institutional arrangements we need 

for grappling with these profound problems. I would not 

presume to constrain the study commission in any way. I 

think we have learned in recent years that there are complex 
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problems in our society which study commissions can greatly 

illuminate. I suggest that the Kerner Commission of a few 

years ago made such contributions concerning civil disorders. 

The Scranton Commission on campus unrest did also. 

The important elements of the commission proposal 

are, first, the commitment to address these vital problems, 

and second, inclusion of thoughtful persons from a brood 

range of disciplines. This symposium illustrates the growing 

awareness that society must concern itself with these issues 

in an orderly fashion and must draw upon the thinking of 

persons from diverse fields. 

The establishment of new institutions, such as 

those at the Salk Foundation, Georgetown University, and 

at Hastings-on-Hudson in New York is very encouraging. I 

expect that the Senate Health Subcommittee will shortly hold 

hearings on my resolution. It has been co-sponsored by 21 

Senators from both parties. In the House, a companion 

measure has been introduced by Congressman Foley of Washington 

with a broad group of sponsors from both parties. I believe 

that this symposium will help to form the consensus that we 

need to move ahead, not with fear, but with resolution. 
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Choices on Our Conscience 

Sidney Callahan 

A newborn Mongoloid infant with an intestinal blockage needs 

an operation in order to survive and the parents refuse permission 

to operate. As a consequence of this decision the baby slowly 

starves to death in the hospital nursery. Such a case forces us 

to confront questions which are central to an understanding of man 

and our society. 

It should not surprise us that such a case concerns the fate 

of a child. Often throughout history and in cross-cultural per

spectives, the image of the child reflects the society's image of 

man. The way in which a person views and values the infant and child 

has everything to do with that person's whole cultural conditioning 

and all his other values and goals in life. Within a pluralistic 

society such as ours, intercultural conflicts of values and world 

views often will focus upon the treatment of children. 

It is apparent that the treatment of children is a basic model 

of the use of power among human beings. The human infant is help

less and totally dependent upon the nurture and care of human adults. 

You have the most powerless of all human beings at the complete 

mercy of powerful adults. How power is distributed in this most 

basic of human situations is indeed a political matter. Parent

child politics involve the poller structures of the whole society. 

Every reformer from Plato to Rousseau to Mao has had (Tn.lch to say 

about the politics of childrearing. And for the same reasons, 

every traditionalist or conservative movement has had a definite 
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theory of the respective rights of parents, child and society. 

Values and Parent-Child Politics 

We begin with these questions because reflections upon the 

psychological and familial aspects of the decisions affecting this 

case are influenced by the ethical and political values which the 

observer holds. Just as surely the conflicts among the doctors and 

nurses on the hospital staff were motivated by their different ideas 

of the rights and powers of the individuals and institutions involved. 

The senior physician on the staff who implemented the parents' decis

ion made his position quite clear: "My philosophy,u he said, "was 

that babies belonged to parents." 

Do babies belong to parents? This is a central question in 

parent-child politics. Are babies and children a specially valuable 

form of private property over whom the owning parents can exercise 

the absolute power of life and death decisions? This has been an 

accepted assumption in many a society and culture. Parents have had 

the right to choose the education, occupation, and marriage partners 

of their children, as well as'kill, maim or sell them into slavery. 

In many instances it was the father of the family, who owned wife, 

concubines, and slaves as well, who had the right to determine at 

birth whether the child was to live or die. Infanticide through 

smothering or exposure has been common. Females or some child 

deemed abnormal (even twins have been considered cursed) could be 

killed at the father's order. He was exercising property rights. 
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Although there were laws and social sanctions involved, once the 

owner - owned status is accepted, the powers of the owners are more 
I 

or less absolved from accountability. 

However, in America since the Civil War (and even before) a 

basic value in our culture has been that no human being can be owned 

by another. By virtue of being a human being each man has been en

dowed with inalienable rights and he cannot be the property of any

one. Over the centuries women, serfs, and slaves have been emanci

pated from the status of private property. Furthermore, in the 

western cradition, emancipation do~s not mean that a person can be 

owned by the government. The government belongs to the people, not 

the people to the government. 

Only children have not yet been emancipated. The legal quest

·ion is still to be clarified, but the philosophy of the surgeon in 
I 

this case prevails among many. Babies and children belong to parents, 

goes the reasoning, because babies are made out of the flesh of the 

parents and are dependent upon parents for care and rearing. There

fore, babies nrust belong to parents, for who else will rear them? 
I 

No one wants a totalitarian state rearing children as in 1984, 

sortlng them into slave and ruling castes from birth. Nor are 

western~rs keen on the conformist policies in certain communist 

controlled childrearing systems now in operation. 

Many religious believers will change the terms of the argument 

over babies by asserting that babies belong only to God, as does 

every human being. No human being created in the image of God can 
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belong to another person or to a government. Even parents only 

receive their babies in trust and stewardship from the Creator. 

Parents have but a temporary trust and responsibility for child

rearing upon which they will be judged by God. In the meantime 

the churches also have a claim and a mission to care for the child

ren of God. 

Quite clearly the religious viewpoint is as unacceptable to 

many as a theory of state ownership or parental ownership. This 

is a complex legal and ethical question indeed. However, I think 

we could arrive at a working political consensus in which we view 

each child or new human life as belonging to the human species as 

a whole and in temporary trust to its parents and their fellow 

citizens in the adult community. Belongin6 to the species as a 

whole (the once and future human species, as well) each child is 

the responsibility of the whole human cornnrunity. Erik Erikson has 

expressed this when he reasons that man as an intervening healer and 

rational procreator must take on a universal responsibility for 

children. As he says: 

Man's technical ability and social resolve to prevent 
accidental conception makes every child conceived a subject 
of universal responsibility. (Erik Erikson, Insight and 
Responsibility) 

The emphasis here should be on the words 'universal' and 'every' 

child. The accidentally conceived as well as the deformed and im

perfect child are also human life. I would accept as valuable what 

Harry Stack Sullivan termed the one-genus postulate. He affirms 

the equal value of each human life when he says: 
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We shall assume that everyone is nnich more simply human 
than otherwise, •••• In other words, the differences between 
any two instances of human personality-- from the lowest
grade imbecile to the highest grade genius-- are nnich less 
striking than the differences between the least-gifted human 
being and a member of the nearest other biological genus. 

(Harry Stack Sullivan, The Interpersonal Theory 
of Psychiatry) 

!~plied in this postulate is a species loyalty to each human life 

simply by virtue of being fellow members of the human race. There 

are no discriminations, judgm~nts, and criteria which must be met 

before we become responsible. If it is a human life, fellow human 

beings should accord that life what they would their own. The 

social ethical principle .of giving to each according to his needs 

is found in many societies; variants upon the golden rule appear as 

values in many different cultures. The human race has perpetuated 

itself because those with ability give to those in need what they 

need, rather than using power to subject or use other persons. 

Ideally each human being is granted an "alien dignity" which pre

cludes being used or valued only as a means to an end. 

More universally, the principle of giving according to need 

has guided the action of parents (and physicians). Nurturing and 

healing presume a disparity of powers and needs, as well as seeing 

the other as a valuable being. Parents and physicians are charged 

with responding to the dependency needs of their children and 

patients. They have power and ar~ granted rights and privileges 

in order to give more effectively. 
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In the case of this helpless mongoloid child born with an 

intestinal blockage both the parents and the physicians who had the .. 
power to give what the baby needed to live, failed to act on his 

behalf. They refused to nurture and refused to heal. It appears 

that they did not act because they judged that, as an imperfect · 

human being he did not have an equal right to life. Ther.e was no 

question here of a life of physical pain and suffering for the child; 

the child was not being spared but only those who would have to care 

for him. The basic flaw was seen as the fact that mongoloid child

ren are rrru.ch more dependent upon their fellow human beings than 

other "normal" people. As adults, their work productivity and 

intellectual achievements will not be. as great.as others, and their 

dependency needs will remain. 

It is interesting that in American culture dependency is des

pised and judged "a burden·," as in "a burden to society." The fact 

that no man is self-sufficient is ignored, while certain kinds of 

dependency are quantified into dollars and cents. We have cost

benefit analyses of how much it costs the public to maintain some

one who will not be productive, i.e., earning money in some form of 

salaried employment . The irony of figures which measure the cost of 

sustaining a mongoloid child appears in how selective and -partial 

such figures are. No one mentions our masses of_µnemployed who 
I ' 

could use jobs caring for those in need., No one .remembers how much 

a "normal" child costs to rais,e, nor how much more a gifted child's 

education costs, for instance .the costs of training a surgeon. Nor 
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do people who quantify the dependency of the powerless consider the 

ecological aspect of things. No one is more expensive to this small 

planet from the point of view of consuming scarce resources than an 

intelligent, upper middleclass, self-sufficient ~erican who makes - · 

eno~gh money to own, two cars, two houses, every appliance and luxury 

and still have a big family. The point to be remembered in any use 

of quan~ification, cost-benefit analysis and statistics is that 

,, there is always an unstated selection process and set of values and 

assumptions in operation. 

I~ this case the assump~ion of value was that the mongoloid 

baby's life was not worth the investment of time and money nor of 

the trouble of challenging the mother's wishes. The husband deferr

ed to his wife and the senior physicians on the staff went along 

with the p~rents, and the junior physicians and nurses obeyed their 

superiors. No one, even those who had to care for the baby and who 
. ' 

disagreed with the decision, rebelled enough to disobey, challenge 

their f~llow professionals, or go to court. Nobody involved was 

happy but no one challenged the authority structure or assumed 

values. In part, this aquiescence was facilitated because the 

decision makers were separated from the consequences of their decis

ion and those who had to carry out the consequences had no influence 

in the decision. 

When the surgeon who believed that babies belonged to parents 

presented the decision to the parents he assured them that he "would 

not get any kind of external order" to operate "against their will." 
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He also told them that "I'd do everything I could to make it 

possible for this baby to die quietly without further anguish to 

them." Of course, after the parents' decision the surgeon turned 

the baby over to the pediatric staff and never had any contact with 

baby or p~rents again. Surgeons, after all, are used to cutting out 

diseased tissue and disappearing from the post-operative scene. 

Yet in the case of a refused operation an interesting point 

arises. The baby had been brought to the hospital in question in 

order to intervene medically and save its life. When the parents 

refused to permit the operation, was the baby still the patient of 

the doctors and staff. If the physicians involved refused ~o seek 

legal intervention to save the child's life, should they not also 

have returned the baby to the parents to starve at home. Having 

given the parents the right to make a decision resulting in death, 

the hospital and physician should also have given the parents the 

responsibility of carrying through . the consequences. As it turned 

out, a healing institution and a staff whose vocation is healing 

were co-opted into starving an infant to death. 

Paradoxically, the parents were allowed absolute authority 

and absolute irresponsibility. They and the · surgeon in question 

shunted the care of the dying baby onto the pediatric staff who 

could not avoid facing the consequences of the actual starvation. 

The surgeon maintained that this was a decision which was "treating 

the family as a whole." Can a family be a patient if only one member 

is in the hospital? Can a physician treat the anguish of parents 

by accepting their rejection of a child and cooperating in its death? 
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It does not seem likely that had the patient been a mongoloid chil'd 

of 8 in need of an appendectomy and t ,he parents "did not want a 

mongoloid" the physician would have acquiesced in their decision 

and refused to operate. ' It was the newborn status of the patient 

combined with his imperfection which made this decision acceptable. 

The' old human tradition of infanticide of the unwanted and handi

capped served as a justification for 'all concerned. 

Traditionally, the politics .and values involved in infanticide 

are fairly simple. Powerful adults decide that it would be better 

to have a dead child rather than an imperfect or handicapped child • 

A
1
comm~n heritage in many cultures, rich and struggling, is a horror 

of deformity and dependency. Better dead than dumb, different, flaw

ed, or dependent. The right to life depends upon being normal. Of 

, cour-se it · is the powerful who also decide what the operating definit

ion of normal will be. In the patriarchial white male dominated 
J, l' 

we~t, it has been abnormal and subnormal to be black, female, Indian, 

Mexican, as well as retarded, elderly, or poor. 

There has often been a rigid homogenous pattern to the normal 

life: so nruch sex, so nruch work, so nruch intelligence packaged in 

a nuclear family living in a private residence. Every child rcrust 

be able to live in this mold. Yet other patterns of life can also 

be humanly satisfying. There are viable alternatives in cornrrnines, 

group homes, foster homes, adoptive homes, nursing homes, resident

ial schools, and sheltered workshops. It is an exceedingly primitive 

unimaginative solution to condemn a child or adult because he cannot 

fit into the nuclear family. Do we only give the powerful, perfect 

and "normal" what they need to live and develop? If parents cannot 
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or will not give a child what it needs then the comnru.nity as a whole 

Im.1st make other childrearing arrangements. Intervention in the case 

of child abuse and abandonment is necessary. 

Indeed, as the extended family breaks down. from mobility and 

other causes, the whole comnru.nity must do more for all children and 

their families. We lag behind all other devel~ped countries in 

family assistance. We need more family counselling centers, more 

daycare and health care, more special education and residential 

centers. The family needs support when so many social ties have been 

loosened. Isolated parents and children are more helpless and can 

grow desperate. Most cases of child abuse occur in situations of 

social isolation where parents are cut off from the help of others 

as well as the surveillance of other adults. 

Other adults support the parents in their functions of protect

ion and nurturing, as -well as providing a cloud of witnesses. In 

this case of the mongoloid baqy it _ is interesting t'o note that the 

grandmother of ' the child had to be kept ignorant of the decision. 

The father was appoin~ed to call the nursery and check on whether 

the child was yet dead so that the visiting grandmother would not 

know what was happening. Would these parents have made their same 

decision publically before their family, friends, and acquaintances? 

Where such power exists there should be little secrecy. If 

power is corrupting, secrecy makes it more so. A public witness 

or judgment by peers is essential in a system of checks and balances 

upon power. In the politics of parent-child _power relations~ips 
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we need to do more to insure the inalienable rights and liberties 

of the helpless child. In. the case at hand the hospital could have 

provided more of a safeguard. If there had been a committee who had 

to approve a physician's decision involving the death of a child 

there would at least have been a debate on the issue of communal 

responsibility. Physicians who consider themselves in such cases 

solely responsible to the parents could at least be made responsible 

to their peers. 

A more innovative measure would be to provide each child born 

with an adult Advocate or Defender, who being unrelated to the 

parents, could serve as a witness and advocate of the child's welfare. 

A child Ombudsman Advocate could represent the community's commitment 

to the child; a witness to show that children do not belong to 

parents nor to the state as a form of property. Perhaps pluralism 

of philosophies could be safeguarded by allowing parents to choose 

among qualif~ed advocat~s, as they choose godparents, for instance. 

But unlike the parent, pediatrician, priest,_ teacher, social worker, 

or judge, the child's defender would serve no other vested interest, 

but only represent the child from the child's point of view. 

Surely, in most cases parents fulfill their function of pro

tection, but in the exceptional cases, or in a crisis, who protects 

the helpless powerless child? No child should be solely and secret

ly at the mercy of two adults or ·any professional in their service 

without so~e .third party representing the child on behalf of the 

human community. The concept of parenthood as a precious steward

ship and trust can only be benefitted by public witness and a 
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measure of comnru.nal consensus as to the limits of parental power. 

As child abuse becomes more and more of a problem in the United 

States we need social action to help families, give support to 

parents and children and facilities to provide substitute parental 

care when needed. 

Psychological Issues 

I have chosen. to deal with the psychological aspects of this 

case last because in my opinion most of the psychological issues 

involved .in the case are intimately bound up with the politics and 

values of participants and observers. A truly objective observer 

could make a limited number of points. He might observe that im

portant decisions should not be made under stress; apparently the 

mother was in tears when she signed the refusal to operate. Also, 

whether in haste or after reflection, it is damaging to be coerced 

into acting against one's deepest values. An objective evaluation 

could be made of how the various responses to authority affected 

the self-image of those involved. 

However, with even the limited evidence available, one can 

appraise some confusion and resentment over playing a part in the 

starvation process. As healers, the physicians and nurses found 

the situation very difficult and disturbing. As the young physician 

most responsible for the baby said, "my staff is being destroyed." 

Everyone was very uncomfortable·carrying out the decision. The 

degree of inner protest could be correlated to the individual's 

assessment of a mongoloid child's future. The nurse who thought 

• 

• 
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that the public institutions for mongoloids she had seen were a 

fate worse than death, was less upset than the young physician 

and nurse who had known good institutions and happy mongoloid adults. 

Naturally, the young physician who stated that enjoying life was 

more important than productivity and achievement, would be more 

disturbed with the parents and the senior staff. 

This same young physician had to speak to the father of the 

child and evidenced tm.1ch discomfort over this duty. Giving progress 

reports on an intentional infant starvation is a psychologically 

strained situation. Everyone involved in the case used as tm.1ch 

medical terminology as could be tm.1stered to describe what was 

happening. Descriptive medical terms, beginning with "Downes 

syndrome" and "mongolism" helped give psychic distance. 

Even so, there was extreme discomfort present and tm..1ch actual 

suffering when the baby had to be touched and cared for. The nurse 

who resented the parents abandoning him, gave the baby more care 

and cuddling, but at some cost. As the days went by and the baby 

did not die there was some conflict and confusion over whether it 

would have been more merciful to all concerned to actively end the 

baby's life. The young physician said he had asked around the 

staff saying "Will you kill my baby for me?" But no one could do 

it. The taboo against killing a patient directly could not be 

broken. However, everyone manifested great relief when the baby 

finally died. Everyone would have preferred to have been spared 

the ordeal. 
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With the limited facts available, not too rm.1ch more can be 

observed objectively. But one could see even these outlines of 

the issues involved, in two different ways. With one value orient

ation you can see the staff's inner conflicts and frustrations as 

arising from an unwillingness of the doctors and nurses to accept 

their role in dying when death is as normal in nature as life and 

healing. Isn't there a right to death and can't one kill out of 

mercy and love? Man who has the power to make himself and intervene 

in nature tm.1st also face the reality of the need for mercy-killing 

upon occasion, for the greater good of the whole and for values 

which are higher than biological life. In this case the good of 

the whole family was at stake. 

In this view the psychological issue might be one of getting 

the doctors and nurses to see that they should have been mature and • 

responsible enough to actively kill the baby and so spare the parents, • 

staff, and baby more suffering. A psychological problem could also 

be seen in the need to allay the guilt and uneasiness of all in-

volved, starting with the parents who had to make the unfortunate 

decision. In order not to suffer damaging guilt, everyone involved 

would have to have the maturity to face the harsh realities of life. 

Genetic disease appears through no one's fault and its eradication 

can not produce guilt. Furthermore, in this case the use of technical 

language and the separation ,of decision•making and administration can 

be seen as a good protective device. Without institutions, paralyz

ing emotions might deter those involved from taking the rational 
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course. The psychic distancing of professionalization supports the 

reality principle. 

Obviously, my view of the values involved lead me to a quite 

different reality principle and a quite different analysis of the 

psychological issues in the case. Having judged this event as a 

misuse of parental power, a misuse of a surgeon's authority, and a 

failure of the hospital as an institution, I would see the psycho

logical issues differently. The problem for me would be how techni

cal language, authoritarian habits of obedience, and confusion were 

able to prevail in obtaining the staff's acquiescence. How could 

parents fail to protect and physicians fail to heal? Any guilt 

that the principals felt over their failure to rebel would seem a 

healthy sign for future helpless newborns in similar situations. 

After all, man's psychological reactions to his fellow human's 

dependency and helplessness are crucial to civilization. Man is 

the most intelligent, the most aggres$ive, and the most emotional 

and loving species. If we did not have some built-in emotional 

predisposition for tender care (especially for infants?), we would 

not have survived or made such gains through socialization. To see 

the capacity for empathy blunted or erased is psychologically dis

astrous, especially on the part of the strong toward the weak. No 

eugenic goals could make up for the deforming of man's ability for 

pity, sympathy, and care for the helpless and non-productive. Even 

in the earliest traces of primitive man, archeologists have found 

that a deformed member of the group had peen kept alive by others. 
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Nor can the social order survive those with power who privately 

arrogate to themselves the right and ability to judge who is unfit 

to live. We do not yet know if anyone knows enough to control 

genetic inheritance. In the meantime, final solutions are suspic

ious. We can certainly not go too far either with a benign view of 

death and the right to death. From the Inquisition to Charles Manson 

and his followers there have always been those who felt that their 

killing was a good deed which would liberate the victims into a 

better world than this one. With man's proven ability for rational

ization and his aggressive potential, any so-called right to death 

decided for others would have to be by full consensus and surrounded 

with nru.ltiple safeguards and limitations. 

• 

Surely parents are the last persons who should be granted the· 

power to decide on the death of a newborn child. Demands of a 

dependent child are so great upon the parents and _suc~ deep emotions • 

are aroused in parent-child interactions, t~t self-interest, hostil

ity, and anxiety can be as present as protective love. Most nru.rders 

are family affairs. We did not need Freud to tell us that death

wishes are also part of family relationships. A culture which has 

had the instruction on human nature in the Old Testament and Greek 

tragedy should understand human ambivalency in intimate relation

ships. Why have people always heard the gods demand the sacrifice 

of their children? The great mother goddesses in particular desired 

ctn1ch human sacrifice. 
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I would not go so far as a theorist like Rheingold and 

postulate unconscious maternal IInltilation and deathwishes. But 

I would say that the demands and pressures of being .responsible 

for a child will inevitably create some ambivalence in any woman. 

The more she is isolated and the less support she is given in child

rearing, the greater the psychological strain. This is also true, 

of course, for the fathers who accept parental responsibility, 

especially in its economic aspect. While there can be great 

happiness in parenting and much IIn1tality, still there is a one-way 

irreversible relationship. The parents have to give and care whether 

their needs are being met or not. Parents guilty of child abuse 

often demand that the child fulfill their needs for love, not recog

nizing the disparity in the parent-child relationship. It takes ego 

strength to bear dependency demands. And a parent IInlSt be aggressive 

in caring for the child and protecting it from the environment. 

Women who have been conditioned to passivity and trained to 

please others often do not sufficiently protect their children from 

others. They cannot side with the child in a conflict, but instead 

blame the child. After all, for centuries a woman's status and· 

value rested upon her producing. children pleasing to her husband 

and other people. The male child was her passport to security and 

status since women had little independence. Sterility or the pro

duction of daughters, or any abnormal birth was considered the 

mother's fault. She had sinned or was cursed and could expect 

scorn, divorce, or social repudiation. The horror and aversion 
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toward the deformed was visited as well upon the mother; women have 

often been scapegoated in reproductive matters. 

Well, we no longer are so blatent in defining feminine status 

through reproduction. But there is still a strong pressure upon 

women to produce a few successful "quality" children and spend all 

of their time working at childrearing. These children are not so 

nruch human beings we 1-ive with, but products we work 2!!• Women 

want a good product who will go far in the meritocracy with intelli

gence and good looks. If they invest their time in fulltime mother

ing they want to get full value. Today the pressure to be the 

perfect _mother proved a worthy person by the perfect child is often 

as strong as the cruder economic pressures in a more primitive 

society. It takes a great deal of protective maternal aggression to 

resist these pressures. 

I do not think it irrelevant that the mother in this case was 

a registered nurse_. As · such, she was trained to take doctor's orders 

and accustomed to turning problems over to males and a male dominat

ed institution. She was willing to passively turn the baby over to 

the paternal physician who assured her he would see that the baby 

died quietly. It is unclear whether she ever saw the baby at its 

birth. If the nurses or physician had removed it, as they routinely 

do when the mother is not conscious or actively participating in the 

birth process, she never seems to have demanded to see it or judge 

its condition. The diagnosis of mongolism by ·a male medical expert, 

a stranger's definition, became the most important· fact about the 

baby. 

., 
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Most mothers during pregnancy build up a fantasy of their baby 

and already feel empathy for their child within the womb. They are 

creating the self-image of the good parent from their past experienc

es and aspirations. To deny all of this psychic preparation and in

volvement and refuse contact with an imperfect child is a major 

denial. Refusing one's own child can be an act of self-rejection. 

The mother was adamant that she did not want a mongol, and gave as 

her reason that she did not think it fair to her existing child and 

any future children. Did this mother feel herself so threatened by 

the situation that she could starve this child ·for the sake of her 

family? If so, she was made vulnerable by a society whose respect 

for the sanctity of life ends at the hospital door, especially 

ignoring the handicapped life. With such social neglect, women do 

internalize the pressure to produce and want only the perfect child. 

But how does such an attitude affect family life? Will the 

siblings of this mongol baby be better off not having a retarded 

brother? Of course no one can answer such a question beforehand, 

since future outcomes depend upon what the family members do in 

the actual situation. Often families have thought themselves bless

ed by a retarded child who gave them all an opportunity to love and 

give while becoming sensitive to many overlooked dimensions in life. 

Other cases have produced intolerable family strains and resentments, 

espe~ially if the parents would never ev~n consider institutional

ization of an older child. 

However, in the long run I do think it endangers the basic 

trust necessary to every child if he feels that parents have the 

right to do away with him when they do not want him. Knowing that 
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one's parents let your little brother die because he wasn't "normal" 

or was "sick" would create deep insecurity. "Will I be done in if I 

don't measure up? Or if I get sick?" Such fears seem to be a part 

of parent-child politics already. Why give them substance by en

dorsing a parent's power to let an unwanted child die? 

The wanted child concept is corrupting to family life because 

it re-enforces the power of parents and denies the alien dignity of 

each life. Human beings are not given validity or rights on the 

basis of being wanted by some powerful persons. If a person is only 

valuable when wanted, what happens to him when he is no longer want

ed? The wanted child must keep fulfilling his parents' desires to 

maintain his wanted status. Who wants trouble? Indeed wanting is 

usually directed at objects and implies a private possessive property 

status for the child. It will be interesting to see whether studies 

bear out the impression of one expert on child abuse that many abused 

children were wanted children. When the wanted· child could not ful

fill the needs and expectations of the parents there was anger, 

frustration, and regressive loss of control. Perhaps the very idea 

of wanting a fellow human being is corrupting to human relationships. 

As a species with a future we should welcome new life, protect 

it, nurture it, and assume universal responsibility for our children. 

Erik Erikson says that the fate of mankind depends upon the pre

eminence of a "mother variable." By this he means the development 

of hope and trust which arises from our nurturing of one another. 

C 
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I don't think that women alone possess a "maternal mode" of life; 

it's rather a general human characteristic. But indeed, our future 

may very well depend upon turning aggression into protection and 

letting our human intelligence and emotion intervene on the side 

of life • 
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